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"Aging" is a global social issue that every society should not ignore. Regular 
church visits to two elderly homes during the summer church fieldwork have become 
precious experience that arouses my motivation to start this research on aging. This 
paper is a study on the relationship between the spiritual care for the aged in care 
homes and the features of positive aging. My main concern is to find out how positive 
aging can enrich elderly pastoral care models in spirituality, which is concentrated in 
this paper mainly on the spiritual care experiences of Melvin A. Kimble and Elizabeth 
MacKinlay, who are experienced researchers in aging and pastoral studies. It is found 
that the issue of spiritual care for residential elders is problem-based while the issue of 
positive aging is strength-based. Under spiritual care, the aged experience the love of 
God on their life journey. In positive aging, the aged are ready to tackle any 
challenges arising in life with their strengths, and are able to experience quality of life 
and meaning in life even when facing impairment or infirmity. It is also found that 
with the spiritual care provided for the elderly in care homes, the elderly are able to 
live a meaningful life with hope, and with the support of positive aging, the elderly 
are capable of enjoying their aging period and living to their most. In conclusion, the 
spiritual care that institutional elders need and the individual strengths that positive 
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A. A Unique Human Quality 
An interesting scientific observation has found that no animal offspring have 
ever looked after their aging parents who gave birth to them. For example, the mother 
bird always takes care of its baby birds but when the baby birds have leamt how to fly, 
they just fly away without caring about their parents. Young animals usually leave 
their parents when they are mature enough to look after themselves and never think 
about repaying their parents or caring for them when they get old. It is only the human 
who remember their parents and give particular care to them when they are old. Only 
the human recompense their parents and honour their dead. ^  It is insisted that a child 
should welcome the burden of old infirm parents who often offered tremendous care 
to the family in the past? Animals never behave in that way. Then why do human 
beings have such a unique quality? Harry R. Moody provides a solution to the 
question with the following explanation: "Human beings live in a symbolic world of 
shared meaning, and the power of meaning can be a matter of life and death. The 
awareness of meaning can transcend the individual life, for example, people are 
willing to sacrifice their lives on behalf of their family, country, religion, anybody or 
anything, especially during war time. According to Moody, the search for meaning 
and transcendence of human life offer us a unique human quality."^ It is that unique 
human quality that makes us different from animals in treating our parents and 
treating our old age. Since old age is honoured in human lives, it is worth studying its 
process or process of aging and its meaning so that we can live well in our later life. 
1 Harry R. Moody, Aging: Concepts and Controversies (Thousand Oaks: Pine Forge Press, 2006), 109. 
2 Eric R. Kingson, Barbara A. Hirshom, and John M. Comman, "The Elderly are a Benefit to Their 
Children", in The Elderly: Opposing Viewpoints, edited by David L. Bender, Bruno Leone, Karin 
Swisher, and Tara P. Deal (San Diego: Greenhaven Press, Inc., 1990), 55-56. 
3 Harry R. Moody, Aging: Concepts and Controversies, 2006, 109. 
4 Harry R. Moody, Aging: Concepts and Controversies, 2006, 109. 
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This unique human quality is one of the reasons that motivate me to write on the topic 
about aging. Other reasons for writing on this topic are described below. 
B. An Empirical Interest Aroused 
During my church fieldwork this summer, I was assigned to pay regular visits to 
two elderly homes, namely Wah Hong Elderly Home in Wah Fu Estate in the 
Southern District of Hong Kong Island, and Evergreen Elderly Home, now named 
Hong Kong YWCA Cheng Pong Hing Elderly Care Home, in Apleichau in the south 
of Hong Kong as well. Although the summer fieldwork has already finished, I still 
join them in their worship time at present and I have established an intimate 
relationship with some of the elders there. 
The church priest in charge of the elderly service, who is also my supervisor in 
my church fieldwork, once told me that the health of many elders in the Elderly Care 
Homes, aged 80 to 90, changed quickly and suddenly. That means you may find one 
chatting joyfully with you this week, but falling sick or passing away next week or 
next month. 
From encountering to acquainting, from chatting to laughing, and from caring to 
praying, my relationship with the elders is becoming closer and closer. Because of 
that intimacy, I have become more interested in learning about what these elders 
really need in their aging period. Although a few of them are diagnosed with dementia, 
we still have communication with each other. Through chats with them and prayers 
for them, it is found that most of them crave for our visit and our care for them, and 
every time during our visit, they particularly enjoy the time for Bible story, life 
sharing and individual praying. And from the shared messages in a recent yearly 
journal of YWCA Cheng Pong Hing Elderly Care Home (usually called Evergreen 
Home), written by the Director, Vice-Director, preacher and priests, we can find a 
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common view signifying the importance of spiritual care among the elders.^ It is 
from this common view and the interest arising from my visit and involvement in the 
elderly service that I began nurturing my thought for this paper. The following are 
detailed views from the above journal mentioned and insights from a social worker in 
the elderly service. 
C. Empirical Insights into the Need of Elderly Spiritual Care 
1. Views from a Journal of an Elderly Care Home in Hong Kong 
Director of Evergreen Home stated in the yearly home journal that he had an idea 
of an elderly spiritual care scheme in 2007, and since then the scheme has been 
supported and run by a church. In 2008 when a female preacher came, a variety of 
groups were organized, such as "Praying and Hymn-singing Group", "Joyful Life 
Group", and "Endless Happiness Group", so that the spiritual needs of the elderly 
could be catered for. This female preacher later became the editor of the Journal. The 
Director states that visits to elderly patients in hospital paid by the preacher and social 
workers bring their care, love, and blessing to the elders, and the grace and wonderful 
deeds of God are seen. He held that without the will and blessing of God, all the 
services and activities arranged for the elders would just be a "programmed schedule", 
not "spiritual care".6 
The Vice-Principal of Evergreen Home brought out a case in which an elder 
became desperate while staying in hospital but resumed hope after returning to the 
Home. It was the intensive care from the caregivers and the spiritual care from the 
5 Yearly Journal: Meeting Again at Rainbow Bridge - Institutional Elderly Spiritual Care, edited by 
Lai Ha Kun (Hong Kong Young Women's Christian Association Cheng Pong Hing Elderly Care 
Home, May, 2011). 
《年刊：彩虹橋的重遇-院舍長者靈性關顧》，管麗霞(編輯)(香港基督教女青年會鄭傍卿護 
理安老苑：2011年5月）。 
6 Yearly Journal: Institutional Elderly Spiritual Care, 2011, 2. 
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preacher that saved the elder's life. The Vice-Principal emphasizes that the 
performance of the preacher allows her to feel the crucial importance of the 
development of spiritual care for the elderly. 7 
The Priest-in-charge of S.K.H. St. Timothy's Church appreciates the Director's 
vision on gospel preaching and also his love and concern for the elderly's spiritual 
need. Since the Director invites the church to run the Sunday service and a monthly 
weekend service, the church priest, church brothers and sisters have a good chance to 
bring their worship life into the elderly home. The Priest also appreciates the vigilant 
care and concern that the Preacher has always shown for the spiritual needs of the 
elderly. He concludes that with the eternal care of God for the spiritual need of the 
elderly, the elderly are able to live to their best and to live out God's goodness and 
glory. The Priest holds the Eucharist for the Christian elders once a month, and for 
those who cannot attend the Eucharist due to sickness, the Priest will go to their room 
and feed them with the Holy bread, pray for them and bless them by their bed. 
The preacher cherishes every moment she gets along with the elders. She said 
she would grasp every chance of serving the elders, whether feeding them with a 
mouthful of rice, giving them a hold, strolling round the park with them, paying visits 
to hospital, soothing them, chatting with them, or praying for them. She is afraid that 
if she does not cherish the time, she might miss the elders because time will take away 
their lives quietly. She stresses the treasure of aging, and denotes that aging does not 
imply uselessness, because the aged can still live a brilliant life, which does not only 
belong to the youth but also to the old. Working as a preacher, she is pleased to have a 
very good chance to serve the elders and stay with them at their side.9 During her 
7 Yearly Journal: Institutional Elderly Spiritual Care, 2011,3. 
8 Yearly Journal: Institutional Elderly Spiritual Care, 2011, 6-7. 
9 Yearly Journal: Institutional Elderly Spiritual Care, 2011, 5. 
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service, she was always aware of the body health and spiritual needs of the elders. 
These are the personal views of the Director, Vice-Director, a preacher and a 
priest taken from a recent journal of the Evergreen Home. It is found that the ideas 
which they have contributed all point to the significance of spiritual care in the aging 
process. 
2. An Authentic Experience of a Social Worker in the Hong Kong Elderly Service 
A social worker who has served the elderly for about twenty years observes that 
one of the biggest changes in the elders is a deterioration in the elderly depression, 
and the situation in which elders suffer from depression is more serious than before. ^ ^ 
Previous research showed that the mental or depression problem in the elderly was 
more serious than the physical problem, and that one of the highest suicide rates in the 
elderly was found in Hong Kong." 
In the old or previous generation, poverty was common in society. Nowadays, 
the fact that the elderly have a low income and therefore low savings causes elderly 
12 • poverty. But current research indicates a rising gap between the rich and the poor in 
the new generation, and such a comparison between the rich and the poor gives rise to 
a certain degree of anger and a feeling of unfairness among the poor” Furthermore, 
the social status and even the value of a person is generally judged on his or her 
wealth. Therefore, in this new generation, the elders' emotions become more 
complicated than those in the old generation. Actually, the elders' worries were simple 
in the past, but now elders have to face their complicated problems with great 
Christian Times Issue 1265 (Hong Kong: Christian Times Co. Ltd., 27 Nov 2011): 1. 
《時代論壇》第1265期（基督教時代論壇有限公司：2011年11月27日）’ 1。 
“ I r i s Chi and Kee-Lee Chou, "Social Support and Depression among Elderly Chinese People in 
Hong Kong", Int'l. J. Aging and Human Development, Vol. 52(3), 2001, 232. 
12 Ernest Chui, "Aging in Place in Hong Kong - Challenges and Opportunities in a Capitalist Chinese 
City", Ageing M, 2008, 172. 
13 Christian Times Issue 1265: 1. 
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pressure. 14 
In order to relieve or soothe the pressure that the elders face, the social worker 
goes to the social district constantly to lead an "Uncles' Group" so that the elders can 
be guided to think positively. When being asked what positive thinking meant, an old 
man replied, "It means there is hope in life." The social worker totally agrees with the 
old man and adds, when people have hope, what they hope for and ask for can be 
sustained, and they will automatically become happier and feel less depressed. He 
also thinks that the church can offer help exactly in this aspect, because in Christian 
religion, pastoral care in spiritual dimension and gospel messages are exactly full of 
hope. 15 Elders with positive thinking can help them enjoy their lives in positive aging 
which is a significant topic to be discussed in this paper. 
D. Research Question and Research Method 
My interest in this paper is to explore the relationship between the issue of 
spiritual care for the aged in care homes and the issue of positive aging. How can 
positive aging enrich elderly pastoral care models in spirituality? This main concern 
becomes the research question of this paper, with the hypothesis that spiritual care for 
the elderly in care homes can be facilitated by positive aging through elderly positive 
strengths and resources. Actually, it is believed that spiritual care for the elderly and 
strengths suggested in positive aging are mutually supplementary. 
In this paper, the pastoral care models of Melvin A. Kimble and Elizabeth 
MacKinlay that are concerned with spiritual care will be studied. Kimble and 
MacKinlay are selected for study because they both are experienced researchers in 
aging and pastoral studies. Kimble is a Professor Emeritus of Pastoral Theology of 
14 Christian Times Issue 1265: 1. 
15 Christian Times Issue 1265: 1. 
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Luther Seminary and Director of the Centre for Aging, Religion and Spirituality. 
MacKinlay is Senior Lecturer at University of Canberra, and is currently a director of 
the Centre for Aging and Pastoral Studies at St. Mark's National Theological Centre in 
Canberra. Besides, she is an honorary assistant priest at an Anglican Church. 
Before the investigation into the pastoral care models of Kimble and MacKinlay 
starts in this paper, there will first be an exploration of the definitions of the two terms 
of "aging" and "spirituality" which are closely related to the topic. Study of the 
pastoral care models in spirituality will be followed by a discussion of issues in 
positive aging. There will be a description of the changing attitudes towards aging and 
a comparison between normal aging, successful aging and positive aging. The 
characteristics of positive aging are highlighted and Erikson's theory related to 
positive aging will be discussed. Then there will be an interaction between positive 
aging and views of Kimble and MacKinlay on spiritual care. Finally, the application 
of positive aging and spiritual care to real life examples will be exhibited. 
11. Aging and Spirituality 
When elders face acute or chronic physical illness which causes fears and 
insecurities, they may at the same time suffer other decline such as incontinence and 
loss of control. At that time their self-esteem will be attacked, and this is the time 
when there is a strong need for unconditional love and a feeling of intimacy to God.^^ 
There is evidence that spirituality and aging cannot be separated. Detailed 
interpretations of "aging" and "spirituality" are presented below. 
16 Harold G. Koenig, Aging and God: Spiritual Pathways to Mental Health in Midlife and Later Years 
(New York: The Haworth Pastoral Press, 1994), 294. 
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A. What is Aging? 
Since the words "aged" and "aging" both appear in the topic, and we might easily 
confuse them as they look similar , we must first define these two words clearly. It 
seems that we all can guess what "aged" and "aging" mean. We will probably agree 
that the "aged" refers to the elderly or old people while "aging" means the process of 
growing old. O. Talmadge Spence defines the "aged" in several different ways, such 
as having lived or existed long, old, pertaining to or characteristic of old age, and he 
adds that the Bible reveals a deeper truth about "age" and "aged" in connection with 
m e n � 7 spence denotes that it is even more difficult to define "aging" than "aged", 
and that due to a recent rise in average life span, "aging" is commonly spoken of in 
our daily lives. ^ ^ Edward L. Bortz remarks, aging is the dynamic progress of living 
processes involved in conception, growth, development, and maturation, therefore 
aging goes on throughout life]9 Ruby Hart Neuhaus and Robert Henry Neuhaus give 
similar interpretation as they state that aging is the developmental sequence of all the 
processes found in life while they change with time?^ However, Klaus Bergmann 
21 
declares that to the experts "aging" is still a mystery in many ways. 
George E. Vaillant sees old age as parallel to the garden, which is grown by God. 
We all know that gardening work is influenced by the change of seasons. However, 
when the seasons change, we just accept them; therefore when aging comes, we can 
do nothing but accept it?^ It is interesting to say that everyone alive is aging, because 
whenever one was bom, he or she is growing old or on the path to old age. Actually, 
17 O. Talmadge Spence, The Aged and the Aging (O. Talmadge Spence, 1999), 2. 
18 O. Talmadge Spence, The Aged and the Aging, 1999, 5. 
19 Edward L. Bortz, Creative Aging (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1963), 56. 
2° Ruby Hart Neuhaus and Robert Henry Neuhaus, Successful Aging (Lanham: University Press of 
America, 1982), 2. 
Klaus Bergmann, The Aged: Their Understanding and Care (London: Wolfe Publishing Limited, 
1972), 9. 
22 George E. Vaillant, Aging Well: Surprising Guideposts to a Happier Life from the Landmark 
Harvard Study of Adult Development (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 2002), 307. 
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aging starts at conception and runs the whole cycle of human life. Melvin A. 
Kimble declares that aging is not just a single process but many, and it refers to the 
aging of a whole person who is becoming older. The idea of wholeness means the 
connection of physical, psychological, social, and spiritual dimensions in the human 
life.24 After undergoing major surgery, Kimble felt that every day was a bonus to him, 
and the time past became more valued for him. He also became aware that, at a 
certain point of life, a person's notions of aging would be twisted with notions of 
himself or herself and that, his spirituality did not exist in isolation but in relationship, 
particularly with his family and his faith community.^^ In other words, the elders' 
perceptions of aging and their spirituality may change with alterations in their lives. 
It is difficult to determine when a person becomes "old" or "elderly", and there is 
no regulation or formula for determining when a person is said to be old. We cannot 
regard a retired person or a grandparent as old because some people retire or get 
married at an earlier age than the general group. However, despite the wide diversity 
in the aging process, people aged 55 and over are divided into four age groups by the 
demographers, whose job is related to the study of changes in population: the "older" 
group (55 and over), the "elderly" group (65 and over), the "aged" group (75 and 
27 
over), and the "very old" group (85 and over). 
1. Physical Changes in Aging 
Aging is a process that includes physical changes, such as changes in body health 
23 Melvin Kimble, Journal of Pastoral Care, 41 no 3 S 1987, 270. 
24 Melvin Kimble, Journal of Pastoral Care, 41 no 3 S 1987, 271. 
25 Melvin Kimble, "A Personal Journey of Aging: The Spiritual Dimension", in Changing Perceptions 
of Aging and the Aged, edited by Dena Shenk and W. Andrew Achenbaum (New York: Springer 
Publishing Company, 1994), 40-41. 
26 Melvin Kimble, "A Personal Journey of Aging", 1994, 39-40. 
27 Melvin Kimble, Journal of Pastoral Care, 41 no 3 S 1987, 270-271. 
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and appearance, over the whole life span?^ Klaus Bergmann states that the obvious 
physical changes of aging are featured by the fading appearances such as the 
wrinkling skin, the shrinking height and size, the decreasing muscles, and the greying 
hair.29 He also indicates an increasing tendency of catching an illness in the elderly严 
Fortunately, our mental abilities and personalities basically remain unchanged in spite 
of the various dramatic physical changes in aging.^^ 
2. Loss and Decline in Aging 
According to research by Jeffrey W. Harris, when we are in our early twenties, 
our life is a time of progressive growth and development, and our learning abilities 
and performance reach their peak. Then for the next thirty years or so, we use our old 
knowledge and we are not so ambitious in learning new things. At about the age of 
fifty, our abilities enter a process of decline, and as we are aging, things begin to go 
wrong with us constantly. Harris states that the common regression signifies a loss 
of ability in controlling our daily lives, and he refers such aging process to a system 
called the model of loss and d e c l i n e ” But does this model apply to everybody or to 
most of us? Age of retirement is generally considered as the final age by which 
employees are expected to quit their job and as a result, turning to be the symbolic age 
marker of old age.34 But does it mean that those at the age of retirement are no longer 
competent in working? Harris adds, many people at retirement start learning new 
things or advanced subjects that they have long interested in but could not afford to 
28 Meivin Kimble, Journal of Pastoral Care, 41 no 3 S 1987, 271. 
29 Klaus Bergmann, The Aged, 9. 
3° Klaus Bergmann, The Aged, 10. 
31 Meivin Kimble, Journal of Pastoral Care, 41 no 3 S 1987, 272. 
32 Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", in Spirituality and Ageing, edited by Albert Jewell 
(London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 1999), 21. 
“ J e f f r e y W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999,21. 
34 Linda Rosenman, "Work and Retirement Later in Life: Is Retirement a Relevant Concept for the 
21 St Century?" in Contemporary Issues in Gerontology: Promoting Positive Aging, edited by V. 
Minichiello and I. Coulson (London: Routledge, 2005), 120. 
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leam before, and have unexpectedly good performance.^^ Therefore, we should not 
look down upon those at the age of retirement and assume that they will not make any 
more contribution to society. 
Those who accept the model of loss and decline might assume that people at a 
certain age are too old to do certain things due to their physical or mental regression 
or both. Caregivers at institutions may fit the elderly into such kind of mould, and 
serve the elderly to the most. Priests who pay regular visits to the institutional elderly 
may also assess them at a low level and therefore serve them with comfort and 
consolation rather than encourage them to advance themselves with challenges.^^ As 
a result, the elderly will become more and more dependent and see themselves as 
feeble and even useless. Actually, the elderly need positive thinking in facing change 
in aging, and also need attempts to face different challenges to improve themselves. 
As Harris suggests, the elderly need stimulation to accept challenges in life and to 
approach them in a positive way, with the hope that the best is yet to come. 
Growing old is always a symbol of loss and regression, but Kimble denotes that 
o o 
aging can become a time of spiritual enlargement and fulfillment. Although most 
people need to cope with a great deal of change in the process of aging, such as 
declining in health and strength, they may have a stronger and more qualified spiritual 
life through daily prayers, Bible reading and other avenues leading to God. 
3. Despair in Aging 
People are robbed of hope, essence and meaning by despair, a sort of human 
Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999,21. 
Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999,21. 
Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999,21. 
38 Melvin A. Kimble, "Beyond the Biomedical Paradigm: Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", in 
Aging, Spirituality and Pastoral Care: A Multi-National Perspective, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay, 
James W. El lor, and Stephen Pickard (New York: The Haworth Pastoral Press, 2001), 39. 
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emotion. ^^  We can view despair through various lenses, for example, from 
theologians and philosophers , and get various images. According to Melvin A. 
Kimble, under the lens of Viktor Frankl, the image of despair becomes "suffering 
without meaning"，And in the view of Frankl, a person who doubts whether human 
life has meaning falls into "an existential despair", which is regarded as a spiritual 
distress, not a mental disease."^^ Frankl considers the loss or lack of meaning to a 
person's life as positive, because this case might finally make life worthwhile. He 
cites the case of his doctor friend as an example. This friend suffered from serious 
depression and despair after the death of his wife.42 Let us try to draw a conclusion 
from an imagination of his dialogue with his friend. 
"What would have happened if you had died first?" 
"I don't know how she would have suffered." 
"Doctor, don't you see that great suffering has been spared her? And it is you that 
has spared her this suffering, but now you have to pay for it by surviving and 
mourning her." 
We can conclude that his doctor friend should be able to see the meaning of his 
suffering which was a sacrifice for his wife. It is clear that, in the end, this friend still 
had suffering, but no more despair. Despair no longer existed because according to 
Frankl's definition, "despair is suffering without meaning".^^ It seems that Frankl 
loves to give explanations by means of geometry. The following geometric formula is 
used to explain the definition of despair: D 二 S - M (Despair = Suffering -
Meaning).44 I would deduce from this formula to produce the final formula showing 
"suffering without despair but with meaning". 
39 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", in Spirituality of Later Life: On 
Humor and Despair, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay (New York: The Haworth Pastoral Press, 2004), 
1. 
Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 2. 
41 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 2. 
42 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 2-3. 
Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 3. 
44 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 3. 
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D = S - M 
D + M = S - M + M 
D + M = S 
M = S - D 
According to Kimble, under the lens of Cynthia Freeman, a professional 
psychotherapist, the image of despair implies an inner emptiness, featured by an 
absence of hope. She describes despair as "being trapped in an egg of hopelessness", 
and she indicates that our emotions are easily hurt by despair when our spiritual 
resilience has been lost.45 Despair attacks people's resources which support their 
positive thinking, and therefore they find it difficult to enjoy their life which is no 
longer meaningful to them. It is inevitable that elders in despair will escape into 
isolation. They will even fall into the pain of seeing a hopeless and empty future. And 
they might be plunged into a life of total darkness with no meaning, an aimless life 
filled with terror and l o n e l i n e s s . 
How can we help the elders tackle or confront despair? Kimble mentions that 
Martin Luther and Viktor Frankl are two very different sources from whom we might 
obtain some clues and insights. Kimble thinks that "faith" as Luther's key to the relief 
of despair is not an accomplishment but a free gift through the grace of God only.^? 
Kimble also introduces Frankl's logotherapy which gives a totally different view from 
Luther. As Kimble remarks, Frankl's idea of the "defiant power of the human spirit" in 
his logotherapy is an important contribution to counselling and pastoral care, and such 
concept can help people overcome distress, despair, and hopelessness, because man is 
considered self-determining under Frankl's logotherapy, even in despair.48 Frankl's 
theory elucidates that the inner spiritual core of the individual transcends every 
45 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 3. 
46 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 3. 
47 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 5. 
48 Melvin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 5-6. 
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boundary of ability and disability, and even when annoyed by decline in life, human 
worth and dignity still remain and the individual continues to be shaped in the image 
o f G o d . 4 9 
Kimble has brought out the recognition that self-determination in the individual 
conveys a sense of hope. Elders who are mature in their faith seem to have learned 
how to tackle despair. These elders have discovered the meaning of life, and have 
demonstrated the defiant power of the human spirit.^^ It is believed that elders who 
are able to fight back against distress and despair must see the hope of life in front of 
them. 
B. What is Spirituality? 
Evidences from the Bible reveal that we as human beings have spirit or soul, 
which is not something separated from the body but rather with the body together as 
the whole person.^^ "And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed 
into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul." (Genesis According 
to the Holy Bible, every person as a created being exists as a living soul or spirit, and 
therefore has spirituality, but each one experiences various levels of spiritual health 
and spiritual maturity." Actually, there are quite a lot of definitions of spirituality. Let 
us consider some understandings of spirituality defined by a few scholars below. 
The concept of a life beyond death stimulates us to think about our spiritual 
nature, and the central concept of Jung's psychology describes a process that takes 
49 Meivin A. Kimble, "The Defiant Power of the Human Spirit: Mental Health in Later Life", in 
Mental Health and Spirituality in Later Life, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay (New York: The 
Haworth Pastoral Press, 2002), 46. 
50 Meivin A. Kimble, "Human Despair and Comic Transcendence", 2004, 6-10. 
51 David O. Moberg, "The Reality and Centrality of Spirituality", in Aging and Spirituality: Spiritual 
Dimensions of Aging Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy, edited by David O. Moberg (New York: 
The Haworth Pastoral Press, 2001), 6. 
52 This Bible verse is taken from King James Version of the Holy Bible. 
“ D a v i d O. Moberg, "The Reality and Centrality of Spirituality", 2001, 18. 
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place in the second half of our life. Most of us are busy with practical things in the 
first half of our life so we can only make our devotion to the cultivation of our inner 
lives in the second half of life. Jung calls this time "spiritual quest o r j o u r n e y " . 
Dallas Willard, the teacher who influenced Richard Foster a lot, notes in his 
"Renovation of the Heart" that spirituality is in fact our life and that the Christian's 
spiritual life is shaped under the urging supervision of the Holy Spirit, with renovation 
of his or her inner world and with similar appearance as Christ. ^ ^ 
We have different qualities, such as different levels of intelligence, which seem 
to distinguish us from each other. Yet what makes us unique is our "spiritual nature".^^ 
We need to be healthy, educated, and warm in emotions; apart from these, we leam to 
love and be loved, to appreciate beauty, truth, and art, and we also need to appreciate 
the created universe with awe and wonder. Harris reminds us that these are "spiritual 
values" which can lead us to a deeper sense of the spirit life and to a rapport with 
God.57 On the contrary, if we have an undeveloped spiritual sense, we tend to 
maltreat others with prejudice, cruelty and even exploitation, and our behaviour 
becomes selfish and jealous. Only when we live at peace with others can we hope that 
we may at peace with ourselves.^^ Therefore, most Christians believe that without the 
Holy Spirit in our lives, we will easily fall into temptation set by the Ghost and 
commit crimes uncontrollably. 
Frankl's geometrical concept of dimensional ontology identifies the various 
dimensions in individuals but emphasizes the unity of the various dimensions, such as 
the body and the soul. He stipulates that we must follow the individual into the 
54 Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999, 23. 
55 Simon Yiu Chuen Lee, Soul C.A.R.E.S.: A New Wholistic Model of Counseling and Pastoral Care, 
(Hong Kong: Hui Mei Press, Ltd., 2011), 20. Richard Foster is the famous author of "Celebration of 
Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth". 
56 Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999, 23. 
57 Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999, 23. 
58 Jeffrey W. Harris, "To Live is to Change", 1999, 24. 
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dimension of the uniquely human phenomena, that is the spiritual of being.59 Basing 
on Frankl's logotherapy, Kimble defines the spiritual as "the energy within a person 
that strives for meaning and purpose”，When people grow in aging, they think deep 
down within them, and most of them begin to feel that both life and creation have 
meaning and purpose.^^ John Polkinghome, a scientist and theologian, indicates that 
there are very good reasons for believing life really has meaning and purpose. And if 
you bear this belief in your life, you are involved in a vital spiritual quest or journey.^^ 
There is evidence that spirituality is closely linked to meaning and purpose in life. As 
quoted by Allison E. Soerens, universal hallmarks of human spirituality include 
"meaning and purpose in life", "belief,, and "hope丨’Thus it is evident that many 
elders experience a strong link between their religious faith and a sense of 
spirituality. 64 
MacKinlay considers spirituality as being comprised of two components, a 
generic component and a specific component. The generic component is one lying at 
the core of our being. It searches and craves for relationship in life and for meaning in 
existence. It also helps us to tackle all kinds of situations in life, in love, in suffering, 
in pain and in loss. The specific component is regarded as the way we work out our 
spirituality in our lives. This may be done with a particular religion or through 
relationship with others and in community, work and interests in life.^^ 
59 Melvin A. Kimble, "Beyond the Biomedical Paradigm: Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", 
2001,35. 
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Our spirituality can also be described as an opening out from time and space, just 
like a window which reveals a destiny closely connected to mystery.^^ So if we are 
aware that God is present in or among us, we know we have a holy life related to 
mystery and transcendence. 
III. Melvin A. Kimble's Spiritual Care Model in Aging 
More than 1500 years ago, Augustine stated, "For no sooner do we begin to live 
in this dying body, than we begin to move ceaselessly towards death. Undoubtedly, 
68 
it is natural that the fear of aging is the fear of the ultimate life event, which is death. 
However, it is believed that spiritual care for the elders can relieve them from the fear 
of death, and Melvin Kimble found that the spiritual dimension is indispensable in the 
study of aging. 
A. The Three Stages of Gerontology 
Gerontology and the study of aging have developed in three stages. At the first 
stage, the biomedical paradigm was featured and formed the lens, through which 
aging has been shaped and defined. There is no doubt that physicians and biologists 
were the first to study aging. At the second stage, despite the great effort that the 
psychologists and sociologists put on the examination of aging and its processes, the 
biomedical paradigm continued its domination of our understanding of aging, and 
allowed "medicalization" of aging to continue its development. At the third stage, a 
new paradigm is required which enriches the understanding of the aging process and 
Perspective, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay, James W. El lor, and Stephen Pickard (New York: The 
Haworth Pastoral Press, 2001), 119. 
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introduces a holistic model which views the aged person beyond the biomedical and 
psychological models.^^ 
B. Melvin Kimble Points to Viktor Frankl 
1. Meaning and Spirituality in Logotherapy 
Nowadays, gradually aging populations are found in advanced countries due to 
big progress in medical service and technology. An aging population implies that 
more and more people enjoy a long life s p a n . However, it is discovered that the 
enormous gains in longevity have been accompanied by a widespread spiritual 
malaise over the meaning and purpose of human life, particularly in old After 
an intensive study of Viktor Frankl's logotherapy, Kimble strongly declares that, for 
those engaged in the elderly ministry, logotherapy provides a helpful theory of 
pastoral counseling” 
The longtime suffering and humiliating experience in bestial Nazi concentration 
camps led Dr. Frankl to his discovery of logotherapy. Logos is a Greek word which 
shows the definition of "meaning", and logotherapy puts the emphasis on the meaning 
of human existence and on man's search for such a meaning. The following is one of 
Frankl's observations: 
"The truth is that as the struggle for survival has subsided, the question 
has emerged: survival for what? Many people today have the means to 
73 
live but no meaning to live for." 
Frankl alleges, in the Nazi concentration camps, one could have borne testimony to 
the fact that those who recognized that they got something waiting for them to 
69 Melvin A. Kimble, "Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", 2001, 32-34. 
70 Ernest Chui, "Aging in Place in Hong Kong", Ageing Int, 2008, 167-182. 
71 Melvin A. Kimble, "Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", 2001, 34. 
72 Melvin A. Kimble, "Logotherapy and Pastoral Counseling", in Viktor Frankl's Contribution to 
Spirituality and Aging, edited by Melvin A. Kimble (New York: The Haworth Pastoral Press, 2000), 
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73 Melvin A. Kimble, "Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", 2001, 34. 
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accomplish were most suitable to s u r v i v e I n other words, it is the responsibility or 
duty load a person carries that supports his or her persistence of survival even in bad 
suffering, and this best characterizes the meaning of human existence. 
Kimble notes that when we suffer from loss, frailty, or disease, we meet lots of 
barriers of living; and as a result, we worry about aging, we deny death, and we feel 
shame and inferior with dependency. However, Kimble suggests the transcendence of 
the present situation and an alteration of the status quo when addressing the 
unavoidable s u f f e r i n g ” This is actually the idea of solution advocated in logotherapy, 
which helps the sufferer to compensate for the past by moulding sufferings into 
something positive. A logotherapist does not reduce the counselee's sufferings but 
instead challenges the counselee to recognize the responsibility for shaping the 
suffering into his or her present and future life. It is the most unique contribution to 
psychotherapy that the counselee is helped to become aware of the responsibility for 
life.76 
The "response" and "attitude" chosen by a person towards the suffering could 
influence his or her ability to find and fulfil meaning in a desperate situation/^ 
However, Frankl's conceptual theory of logotherapy affirms that the elder is able to 
find meaning in every stage of life, even in times of suffering or the final stage of 
dying.78 
"Is growing old worth one's whole life to attain?" This is a question raised by 
Kimble, who hints to us that the key to the question can be found out by investigating 
74 Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning: An Introduction to Logotherapy (New York: 
Washington Square Press, Inc., 1963), ix, 153-154, 165. 
75 Meivin A. Kimble, "The Defiant Power of the Human Spirit", in Mental Health and Spirituality in 
Later Life, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay, 2002, 41-44. 
76 Meivin A. Kimble, "Logotherapy and Pastoral Counseling", 2000, 49. 
77 Meivin A. Kimble, "Logotherapy and Pastoral Counseling", 2000, 49. 
78 Meivin A. Kimble, "The Defiant Power of the Human Spirit", in Mental Health and Spirituality in 
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into a paradigm revealing the light of spirituality.^^ Frankl's logotherapy as a system 
of psychotherapy adds an emphasis on the third dimension to the somatic (bodily) and 
psychic dimensions. This emphasis is called "the spiritual dimension"，Actually, 
apart from "meaning", logos in Greek also means "spirit". Therefore, spiritual issues 
such as the aspiration for meaningful existence are tackled by logotherapy in spiritual 
t enns .8 i 
From a theological or spiritual perspective initiated from an interdisciplinary 
approach to aging, as mentioned before, Kimble highlights the ability of the spiritual 
core of an individual to take a positive view towards negative and painful experiences 
• 09 
and the ability of the defiant power of the human spirit to find meaning in suffering. 
It is the spirituality in the elders that allows them to feel their self-worth and human 
dignity and recognize themselves as being shaped in the image of God. However, it 
is found that what has been missing in healthcare in care homes is "spirituality". 
Caregivers, policy makers and gerontological researchers can actually learn from the 
way how spirituality and religion help people to deal with and adapt to some of the 
distresses and burdens of the elderly.84 It is expected that with the knowledge about 
such unique spiritual capacity, caregivers or even pastors are able to help the elderly 
tackle problems in their daily lives. 
2. Crisis of Meaning 
Kimble always emphasizes the meaning for which individuals live. An individual 
is aroused to search meaning in existence throughout the lifespan. This search for 
79 Melvin A. Kimble, "Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", 2001, 36. 
8 � M e l v i n A. Kimble, "Generating a Spiritual Vision of Aging", 2001, 35. 
81 Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning, 1963, 160. 
82 Melvin A. Kimble, "Education for Ministry with the Aging", in Ministry with the Aging: Designs, 
Challenges, Foundations, edited by William M. Clements (New York: The Haworth Press, 1989), 
212. 
83 Melvin A. Kimble, "Education for Ministry with the Aging", 1989, 212. 
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meaning in life is obviously a concept of Frankl, but if we have a dialogue with 
Frankl and Luther, we will find them both agree that the responsibility to our friend 
and the meaning in suffering give the reason why we exist in the world.^^ Our 
existence is a movement from "being" to "being for" something other, and in this 
movement we discover meaning which brings life, hope, and strength.^^ 
There is more and more evidence to signify that the crisis of aging and being old 
is just a crisis of meaning.^^ Kimble pays particular attention to the importance of 
meaning in life for the older persons who might start to suffer depression or despair 
when they encounter a variety of decline too suddenly and too frequently. The major 
causes of depression and despair might appear to be their inner emptiness, which in 
turn makes them feel a meaningless life. Then it will be very dangerous because 
suicide may happen at that time. Kimble agrees that the old age can offer the elders 
something worthwhile for which to live, and he suggests an exploration carried out by 
a responsible ministry with the elders, aimed at seeking the human dimensions of the 
aging experience and examining both the interior and exterior dynamics in aging.^^ 
As noted by Robert A. Rost, it is essential for the individual not just to find the 
meanings in his or her past but also the meanings he or she anticipates and strives 
towards in the future life.89 Frankl has well explored the realm of meaning while 
Kimble has meticulously given it application to gerontology; and in the realm of 
85 
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meaning, Frankl and Kimble both agree that focused reminiscence generates power to 
strengthen and attain the integrity of life.^^ Actually, Kimble repeatedly points out 
that for many people crisis of old age is a crisis of meaning. He finally suggests a 
spiritual exercise as meaning-making at its centre.91 In other words, it is worthwhile 
for the elderly to live for spiritual exercise. 
C. A Spiritual Exercise Approach 
The spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola are famous meditation practice for 
individual Christians and have become more and more popular among Christians 
from different denominations. "Have the spiritual exercises anything to offer to the 
elderly?" Gerard W. Hughes gave an assertive answer, "Yes, lots". Although Ignatius 
Q9 
was a young man when he started writing in the 16th Century, the spiritual 
exercises benefit the elderly a lot. 
The Spiritual Exercises are basically a series of Scripture-based, Christ-centred 
meditations and contemplations for Christians. Ignatius expected them to experience 
changes of mood and feeling through these Exercises, and by reflecting on these 
experiences, they would become more conscious of their positive and negative 
behaviour. Finally, by pursuing the positive or creative, and avoiding the negative or 
destructive, they would eventually discover God's will. For all Christians, the 
Gospel brings the good news about aging and dying and growing old. The Gospel also 
helps them tackle their problems arising in their life, and gives them hope, peace and 
joy. 94 No doubt, those older people who have experienced life-long intimate 
90 Robert A. Rost, "Spiritual Need Five: Providing Quality Pastoral Care as a Congregation", 2005, 
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relationship with God and His love and providence will find themselves supported 
with trust and hope.95 
The Spiritual Exercises are mainly designed for those who have to make 
important life decisions, and it is understood that the elderly are no longer concerned 
with vital decisions. However, they are concerned with a much more fundamental 
decision, that is, how to deal with the inevitability of death.^^ Death is really a life 
stage that everybody, not just elderly people, is afraid to face. 
IV. Elizabeth MacKinlay’s Spiritual Care Model in Aging 
A. Considering the psychosocial and spiritual dimensions of life 
from a developmental view 
Rev. Dr. Elizabeth MacKinlay is Senior Lecturer at University of Canberra in 
Australia, and she has placed focus on care of the aging since the early 1980s. Her 
studies reveal that, from a physiological point of view, the aging process is just 
decline. However, the view from the psychosocial and spiritual dimensions of life 
gives us an opposite picture of the aging process.^^ 
MacKinlay chose an 83-year-old woman and interviewed her. She had children 
but then lived alone in weak health. She had been a widow for many years but never 
married again. She described herself as a baby boomer and her life experience had 
95 Melvin Kimble, Journal of Pastoral Care, 41 no 3 S 1987，272. 
96 Gerard W. Hughes, "Is there a Spirituality for the Elderly?" 1999, 15. 
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boosted her to query about life and its meaning. She was a real survivor and so she 
was able to give a sense of deep wisdom when she shared the vital events of life. 
MacKinlay selected this woman for interview, maybe because she was found having a 
sense of spiritual integrity despite her absence from church service for many years. In 
her sense of spiritual integrity, she shows a sense of peace with herself and other 
people through her life and attitudes.^^ Similar examples can be cited from the two 
elderly homes where I pay regular visits now. Several women aged over 85 from Wah 
Hong Elderly Home are always willing to share their stories with others and we can 
always find peaceful smiles on their faces. One of them, at the age of 94, goes to 
church every Sunday, not coming alone but bringing two other companions from the 
elderly home. We can feel the peace she brings to those around her and we know that 
peace is from God. 
MacKinlay points out that J.W. Fowler and E.H. Erikson and some other authors 
have noticed a psychosocial and faith development in aging. Fowler is said to have 
described spiritual integrity in his last stage of faith development, while Erikson 
considers wisdom as an outcome of ego integrity in aging. To Fowler, faith refers to 
spirituality. 99 Therefore, faith development is actually the same as spiritual 
development. 
MacKinlay relates aging and psychosocial development to Erikson's eight stages 
of psychosocial development across the life span. The final stage that occurs in later 
life is described as integrity versus despair. It is understood that all the stages are not 
isolated from each other, and the elderly person is expected to revisit these stages and 
try to reframe their past life experiences. If this achievement succeeds, it brings 
integrity and then wisdom as the outcome, which should be regarded as a cumulative 
98 Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Understanding the Aging Process", 2001, 112-113. 
99 Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Understanding the Aging Process", 2001, 113. 
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process. In the final life stage, it is essential to admit and accept the unavoidable 
approaching death as this acknowledgement of the end of the life span helps the elder 
tackle the psychosocial development/^^ 
As MacKinlay remarks, a number of authors have found changes that happen in 
the spiritual dimension in aging. Clements sees the spiritual development as the 
developmental stage of the fourth quarter of life. Frankl suggests the search for 
ultimate meanings in life as one grows older. Kimble also suggests the search for 
meaning in later life and the spiritual nature of this search. ^ ^^  
B. Spirituality in frail elders 
For the elders, the spiritual dimension is most likely concerned with worship, 
issues of exploring ultimate meaning in life, ways of dealing with the frail body, of 
facing loss, and the need for pardoning and reconciliation. Early studies of MacKinlay 
included listening to stories of frail elders from nursing homes and they showed a 
range of spiritual need and spiritual well-being among the home residents. Some weak 
elders from Australian nursing homes consider their nursing homes as "God's waiting 
1 
room", while some weak elders from Wah Hong Home regard it as "God's 
preparation". 
Frequent contact with the elders in elderly homes, who are basically frail ones, 
allow me to understand them more and better. Actually, I found that most of them tend 
to recall their memories and retell their old stories very often. As signified by 
MacKinlay, reminiscence becomes more essential in aging and is considered as a 
1 no 
spiritual task of aging. Findings of MacKinlay's studies also reveal the case that the 
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more the elders become aware of the coming end of their lives, the more urgent their 
search for ultimate meaning of life is.i04 In other words, if they feel the approaching 
end of their days, the following questions may appear in their mind: "Why was I 
staying here?" "Have I lived a worthwhile life?" "What brings greatest meaning for 
me?" 
A common description about the frail old age is concerned with the shift from 
"doing" to "being". Paul Tillich claims that spiritual practices in aging belong to the 
process of transcendence , and he advocates sanctification in aging.�^ MacKinlay 
agrees that the spiritual task of aging is to transcend physical and emotional decline, 
disabilities, and l o s s e s . Y e t how do we assess the transcendence and sanctification? 
In fact, we can assure it by their renewed life performances. 
The beginning of chronic illnesses and disabilities, physical decline, the losses of 
somebody or something loved all might stimulate the elderly sufferers to think about 
the ultimate meaning of life.'®^ Of course, not all frail elders are interested in 
questions about life and its meaning. In a dialogue with an elderly woman aged over 
90, a resident of Wah Hong Elderly Home, who underwent a critical surgery half a 
year ago, I found that she had no idea about meaning of life at all. What she is 
concerned about is the care provided for her by the Elderly Home. 
Findings of MacKinlay's research indicate that ritual can be an effective way of 
communicating with frail elders and those with dementia who cannot properly 
respond to the meaning of life. An increasing need to worship is discovered among 
the nursing home residents when they uncover their practice of attending all services 
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of any denomination held in the nursing home.^^^ That is just the same case found in 
Wah Hong Elderly Home and Evergreen Elderly Home where priests from various 
denominations pay regular visits and conduct regular services, including the Holy 
Communion or Eucharist. It is found that the aged in the elderly homes do not care 
about what denomination the priest or volunteers come from, because what they need 
is the peace and hope that they feel or get during the service. 
C. Spirituality in Elders with Mental Health Problems 
1. A Model of Spiritual Tasks of Aging 
MacKinlay has developed a model of spiritual tasks of aging which functions as 
a framework for pastoral care of elders with mental illness, particularly referred to 
depression and dementia, the two major domains of mental health. This model starts 
with an exploration of the elder's feeling of ultimate meaning in life, which is the 
essence of existence and greatest meaning for the elder. Under depression, the feeling 
of ultimate meaning might be impeded or lost, leading to the appearance of a 
meaningless life. If life is considered meaningless, it looks as if there is nothing to 
respond to. However, spiritual tasks of aging in MacKinlay's model include finding 
meanings in life and finding hope. Additional crucial tasks are transcending loss and 
disabilities encountered in later life, and looking for intimacy with God and others. 
The level at which these tasks have been accomplished will be assessed so that 
appropriate need for growth and pastoral care will be p r o v i d e d . A s mental health 
professionals and Christians of faith, Harold G. Koenig and Andrew J. Weaver believe 
that facilitating spiritual growth is the best way of sustaining mental health, physical 
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health, and life strength."^ Though it is not easy to detect a person's spiritual growth, 
regular contact with God in various religious ways assures spiritual development in 
the person. 
2. Spirituality in Elders with Dementia 
MacKinlay has shown her special concern for elders with dementia and the 
following are her findings in her study with them. She could clearly remember a 
woman with dementia saying the great thanksgiving prayer along with the pastor in a 
congregation. It was difficult for the woman to communicate with others, but 
MacKinlay found that the worship was a wonderful time of connecting for her, 
because she was able to participate well in the words of the Holy Communion despite 
her dementia. ‘ ‘ ^ 
Findings of MacKinlay丨s study on spiritual reminiscence work undertaken with 
elders diagnosed with dementia and staying in aged care facilities does not seem to be 
consistent with the community expectations of them. Dementia is a mental 
condition feared by many elderly people. For those with dementia, recent events will 
fade out from their memories quickly, but older memories usually remain undamaged. 
Many people hold the common view that those with dementia are unaware of many 
people or things around them and have difficulties in communication with others."3 
However, MacKinlay found amazing responses of the elders with dementia to 
questions related to the spiritual dimension in life. 
Harold G. Koenig and Andrew J. Weaver, Pastoral Care of Older Adults (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1998), 21. 
Elizabeth MacKinlay, “Friends and Neighbours: Pastoral Care and Ageing in Christian 
Perspective", in Ageing and Spirituality across Faiths and Cultures, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay 
(London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2010), 71. 
"2 Corinne Trevitt and Elizabeth MacKinlay, '"Just Because I can't Remember...' Religiousness in 
Older People with Dementia", in Spirituality of Later Life: On Humor and Despair, edited by 
Elizabeth MacKinlay (New York: The Haworth Pastoral Press, 2004), 117. 
"3 Corinne Trevitt and Elizabeth MacKinlay, '"Just Because I can't Remember...' Religiousness in 
Older People with Dementia", 2004, 111. 
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MacKinlay stresses the crucial importance of "relationship" to the elders with 
dementia, because the need for emotional intimacy will not decrease in aging. During 
all sessions in her study, meaning in life is nearly synonymous with r e l a t i o n s h i p . " 4 
Relationships really affect our lives in various ways, and research finds that people 
with positive relationships are likely to act with greater independence and less 
affected by daily p r o b l e m s " i 5 In response to the question about the greatest meaning 
in life, most respondents replied in terms of family, sons and daughters, and 
grandchildren. When they were asked about their attendance of church services, one 
respondent said, "I like the services and I enjoy being with people there." Actually, the 
underlying expressions in their replies indicate how they recognize meaning in their 
lives from their faith relationship.''^ Meaning in lives come from interaction with 
those who care for them. My casual talk with two normal elders in care homes also 
reveal their emphasis on the care and concern from their family members or home 
caregivers. 
Another observation in MacKinlay's study reveals the eager willingness of the 
participants to share about their relationship with God as they have been Christians 
for years or since their youth. They talked about how they prayed every day and 
believed that God would answer their prayers. In response to the question about how 
they feel when they think of God, one participant said, "We are close together." 
Therefore, from MacKinlay's study, we can find that to the elders with dementia, 
relationship is the most essential source of meaning in life."? in a dialogue with a 
normal elderly woman in Evergreen Elderly Home, she was asked about her feeling 
on the service held by the pastor regularly, and she said she was always longing for 
丨丨4 Corinne Trevitt, Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Religiousness in Older People with Dementia", 2004, 118. 
丨丨5 Robert O. Hansson and Bruce N. Carpenter, Relationships in Old Age: Coping with the Challenge 
of Transition (New York: The Guilford Press, 1994), 2. 
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丨丨7 Corinne Trevitt, Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Religiousness in Older People with Dementia", 2004, 115. 
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the service to come and she enjoyed the fellowship. Another elderly woman when 
asked about her relationship with God reflected that God gave her peace and she 
loved praying to God because she knew God must listen to her prayers. These are 
evidences showing no big difference in the responses regarding the spiritual 
dimension in life, between people with and without dementia. 
MacKinlay denotes that whether or not the elders are with dementia, the spiritual 
is sometimes difficult to express and depths of their feelings do not seem easy to 
articulate by means of prose. However, it is found that poetry is the best way to 
describe the depths. "8 As she remarks, Killick's (1997) collection of poems collected 
while listening to elders with dementia is worth reading. The following is an example 
taken from Killick's collection,'^^ written by Barbara Noon: 
Burning Bright 
Sometimes I picture myself like a candle. 
I used to be a candle about eight feet tall -
burning bright. 
Now, every day I lose a little bit of me. 
Someday the candle will be 
very small. 
But the flame will be 
just as bright. 
(Noon, 2003)^^° 
This poem is easy to grasp the meaning. And on first reading, as denoted by 
118 Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Aging and Spirituality: Living and Being in Multifaith and Multicultural 
Communities", in Ageing and Spirituality across Faiths and Cultures, edited by Elizabeth 
MacKinlay (London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2010), 21. 
John Killick was for many years a teacher and is now part-time Associate Research Fellow in 
Communication Through the Arts at Dementia Services Development Centre, University of 
Stirling. He is co-author with Kate Allan of Communication and the Care of People with Dementia 
and his collections of poems have been published in book and CD form by the Journal of Dementia 
Care. 
B. Noon (2003), in Benson S., & Killick J., Creativity in Dementia Care Calendar (London: 
Hawker, 2004), quoted in John Killick, "Dementia, Identity, and Spirituality", in Spirituality of 
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MacKinlay, there might be a feeling of amazement, as the reader might not have 
imagined how people with dementia would behave or have considered the concept of 
spirituality in this way. 121 In the poem, the poet reflects that an elderly person can still 
live with powerful influence despite a reluctant change in the physical look and a 
gradual decline in the physical health. 
Since elders suffering from dementia are deprived of cognitive capacity, a 
rhetorical question is raised: Can the deprivation allow some of the sufferers to feel 
the growth of spiritual powers? ^^ ^ Killick argues that a reduction in cognitive 
capacity might give rise to a growth in spiritual powers in the elderly. His claim calls 
us to consider the importance of valuing the elderly with dementia for their essence 
instead of valuing their social status or contribution which may easily confuse our 
basic human values of genuine and spontaneous performance. ^ ^^  He suggests that this 
is a special challenge posed to us and wonders whether that elderly group are those 
who lead us to recognize the fundamental quality for our l i f e � � * Derrel R. Watkins 
argues that ministers should not avoid those elders who are mentally ill because Jesus 
Christ never avoids such people whenever he encounters them, and he suggests that 
mental illness should be counted just as much the purview of church ministry as 
physical i l l n e s s e s . A s a result, the aged with dementia will not be rejected or 
isolated in church. 
All human lives, whether normal or declining, whether healthy or disabled, are 
invaluable treasure in the eyes of God. This human worth is assured by the teaching of 
121 Elizabeth MacKinlay, "Aging and Spirituality", 2010,21. 
122 John Killick, "Dementia, Identity, and Spirituality", in Spirituality of Later Life: On Humor and 
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Jesus Christ and as noted by Carl G. Howie, will not diminish by age.'^^ In Christian 
faith, the individual worth will never reduce by age nor by health. 
V. Issues in Positive Aging 
A. Changing Attitudes towards Growing Old 
It is our society that defines when we grow old through its policy towards aging, 
and it is again our society that affects how we grow old through its attitudes towards 
aging. 127 For example, independent individuals are not considered as old, and old 
people are thought to be related to disability and dec l i ne .A t t i t udes towards the 
aging process and the aged greatly influence our understanding of old age, and in turn, 
these attitudes affect our behaviour or treatment to older people and even affect our 
own behaviour as we are aging. In the 20th century, human aging used to be 
connected with retirement, senility, impairment, and death. Growing old seems to 
connote themes of deterioration and obsolescence resulting from age-related decline 
which generates predictable disability, limitations, pain and suffering, usually caused 
by i l lness . 13G However, due to a steady increase in the longevity of people in the first 
world since the 21st century, human aging has been transformed and social attitudes 
towards aging has changed as well. 
126 Carl G. Howie, "The Theology of Aging", in Perspectives on Spiritual Well-being and Aging’ edited 
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In the United States, the present average life span of people exceeds 76 years,'^' 
while in Hong Kong, a cosmopolitan city in Southeast Asia, there was an increasing 
trend in the population aged 65 and over, with an increase from 11 % of the total 
population in 2001 to 13% in 2011. In olden days, people aged sixty were really 
old and celebrations would be held to offer blessings to them; and those who lived up 
to seventy or eighty years were regarded as very old, because people seldom lived up 
to ninety years in the past. But today, the idea of "very old" has changed as well. At 
present, the number of people in the United States living up to and beyond a hundred 
years has reached 70,000.^^^ In Hong Kong, though there is no record on the number 
of those over a hundred years old, the 2011 Population Census reveals that the number 
of people aged 85 and over reaches 121,716 out of 7.07 million, the total population 
of Hong Kong. 134 In fact, advances in the medical sciences, medical services, and 
geriatric care have succeeded in extending life and creating ways to allow the older 
people to stay active and functional, even with age-related chronic disability and 
disease. 
Despite the fact that medical advancement and improvement in social lives have 
allowed the aged to live a longer life, attitudes of various society members towards 
the aged might not be necessarily improved. As reflected by Carl Howie, old people 
are sometimes regarded as aliens and in the American society, the aged are even 
isolated in church .For tuna te ly , the extended life span reflects that people expect to 
make more contributions to their family and society in their later years. Sound 
examples are found among those elderly political, social, religious leaders who are 
131 Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, x. 
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actually positive role models of present aging in the 21st c e n t u r y . O t h e r examples 
can be taken from ordinary people who spent their spare time after retirement working 
for the elderly homes or charities as volunteers. Being required to wash vegetables 
every day in rotation, residents in Wah Hong Elderly Home feel a contribution made 
to the Home. 
Actually, casual interviews with individuals in care homes reflect a willingness 
in participating in volunteer service. For some gerontologists, the solution to problems 
involving a gradual increase in the aged suggests the development of more positive 
images of aging which encourage the elderly to live a life of better quality and 
persuade us to diminish our discrimination against old age. As Robert D. Hill 
mentions in his Positive Aging, people not only plan to live longer, but expect to 
experience a high quality of life in the aging p r o c e s s . T h e changing attitudes 
towards aging call for the exploration of the meaning of growing old. These new 
attitudes basically emerged at the beginning of the 21st century, and Hill has an 
intention of spreading in his book Positive Aging the innovative term "positive aging" 
which he thinks is the best model that fits the 21st century notion about old age. 
According to Hill, positive aging is distinct from terms such as "successful aging" and 
"normal aging" because it is described as a valid conceptualization of a psychological 
approach to growing old. Detailed descriptions of positive aging and its 
distinctions with normal aging and successful aging will be discussed in the following 
sections. 
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B. Normal Aging 
The term "normal aging" is found in the scientific literature and has been 
regarded almost consistent with findings of population-based longitudinal studies. 
Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging (BLSA), first conducted in 1958, is a 
remarkable example of these studies as it is one of the most ambitious ongoing 
scientific examinations of human aging in the United States. It is partly aimed at 
describing the normal aging experience and recording the nature and course of normal 
aging or "nondiseased aging", defined by the BLSA, through the data collected across 
a series of physiological, psychological, and social variables. According to the 
findings of the BLSA, normal aging without disease present is distinct from aging 
with disease present, and great heterogeneity appears among those aging normally. 
The report from the BLSA seems to highlight good health as the characteristic of 
normal aging. In fact, to undergo the aging process, a person is bound to face or suffer 
age-related disease and physical disability. 
There are three longevity terms essential for setting a contemporary notion of 
normal aging, namely "average life expectancy" (ALE), "maximum life span" (MLS), 
and "optimum life potential" (OLP). The ALE is an average age that a person might 
live at a special time under typical social conditions. It is found that the 
economically advantaged or those living with better resources enjoy a greater ALE 
than the disadvantaged or those living in rural areas. This is also true for those with 
better education versus those uneducated. The MLS is the fixed age that marks the 
maximum number of years a person is able to live.'"^^ According to the report from J. 
R. Wilmoth, the MLS is about 125 years for human beings at p r e s e n t . � This MLS is 
_ Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 2. 
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rarely attained, and the reason for the attainment is related to inherent factors rather 
than any individual performance in the natural course of l i f e . i44 Of the three 
longevity terms, the OLP is the most significant for understanding the qualitative 
nature of aging, because it is meant as the number of years that a person should be 
able to live on average, without the interference of disease, poor living conditions, or 
other external factors that would threaten or shorten life.i45 
Normal aging indicates that in the absence of disease, a person can age in many 
various ways, and a person will ultimately experience physical and intellectual decline 
because of aging. However, a person with knowledge who makes good sensible 
lifestyle choices might be able to alleviate age-related s u f f e r i n g s . i46 Findings from 
researchers such as Warner Schaie, one of the more influential researchers in adult 
development and aging in the late 20th century who conducted the Seattle 
Longitudinal Study of Aging and Adult Development, strongly advocate that the 
lifestyle choices a person makes can influence his or her a g i n g . i n fact, there is 
evidence that the quality of aging and longevity will be significantly affected by a 
person's lifestyle c h o i c e s � 4 8 
C. Successful Aging 
In the 1990s, gerontologists started their study on a new perspective known as 
"successful aging", "vital aging", "competent aging" and "aging well".^ "^^ Hill states 
that the term "successful aging" was made popular by Rowe and Kahn (1998) who 
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describes it as the quality aging experienced by older people who are able to live 
beyond the ALE into their seventh and eighth decades of life. ^ ^^  On the other hand, C. 
R. Snyder and Shane J. Lopez note that it was Robert Havighurst (1961) who made 
the term popular by writing about "adding life to years" in the first issue of The 
Gerontologist. ^^ ^ Nevertheless, Rowe, Kahn, and Havighurst have all made 
contributions to successful aging. Hill also mentioned Havighurst (1961) who 
suggested one of the earliest definitions of successful aging and described it as a 
qualitatively unique process which is inherent in l ongev i ty ]52 Havighurst regarded 
successful agers as those who lived longer in their lives or enjoyed absolute longevity, 
and also those who could gain life satisfaction in their later lives. 
Rowe and Kahn propose that individual elders who, living into the seventh or 
eighth decade of life, undergo the successful aging process experience little or no 
age-related decline. They hold that these successful agers are capable of minimizing 
age-related decline by means of their personal character, inherent physiological 
constitution, and pro-health lifestyle choices. ^^ ^ Of course, controversies might 
happen when we discuss the relationship between disease and life satisfaction, 
because as claimed by Douglas D. Friedrich, in the absence of disease or disability, 
one may deal with later life in lots of failures or in unsatisfying ways. But on the other 
hand, one with multiple diseases may live a satisfying life and move successfully 
across the aging period. 
To Rowe and Kahn, successful aging means low risk of disease, little or no 
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disease-related disability, high mental and physical function, and active life 
engagement. 156 And according to Rowe and Kahn, under successful aging, active 
engagement with life is most concerned with two forms only: relationship with others 
and productive behaviour. ^ ^^  Such a perspective connotes the experience of happiness, 
fulfillment, and good health in old and very old age for those persons identified as 
successful agers, under the condition of positive behaviours and good lifestyle 
choices. 158 
Both Hill and Snyder highlighted the MacArthur Studies of Successful Aging in 
their article in relation to successful aging. Descriptions of the Studies written by 
Snyder and Lopez are more detailed than those reported by Hill. According to Snyder 
and Lopez, the MacArthur Foundation Study of Successful Aging, lasting from 1988 
to 1996, was conducted by John Rowe and a group of colleagues. The researchers 
examined physical, social, and psychological factors in connection with abilities, 
health, and well-being of the study participants in their aging period. A sample of 
about 1200 adult volunteers in their seventies without age-related disease was chosen 
from a pool of approximately 4000 potential participants, based on physical and 
cognitive criteria. At first the high-functioning adults took part in a 90-minute 
personal interview and afterwards, they were followed for an average of 7 years. The 
MacArthur Study revealed three components of successful aging suggested by Rowe 
and Kahn (1997) and agreed by a majority of authors: first, avoiding disease and 
disease-related disability; second, active engagement in life; and three, maintaining 
good cognitive and physical functioning.'^^ As denoted by Hill, findings from the 
MacArthur Study are famous in the scientific literature, and they confirm a few 
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assumptions about successful aging. First, there are persons who can age to the best 
possible; second, a successful ager generates specific characteristics; third, successful 
aging can be facilitated by certain activities and lifestyle choices; finally, age-related 
decline still appears in successful aging. • 
According to Hill's final remarks, though successful aging, being an idealized 
term, does not really reflect the nature of aging for the present society, it is a good 
concept that provides rich information about standardized aging processes. ^^ ^ 
Successful aging is not only informative about the processes of growing old, but also 
useful in giving advice on how to age well. Moreover, findings of the meticulous 
MacArthur Studies of Successful Aging produce valuable messages about tips on 
aging successfully so that individuals might be able to live into their seventh or eighth 
decade of life with confidence. 
D. Positive Aging 
1. Background for Positive Aging 
According to Snyder and Lopez, positive aspects of aging is referred to as 
positive aging, healthy aging, successful aging, and aging well, and the study of them 
started only several decades ago, when the baby boomers, who were bom during a 
baby boom after the Second World War, joined the older adult group of Americans 
and made stories of successful aging more significant in the present m e d i a ] 62 Hill 
also states that the term "successful aging" has appeared for more than five decades in 
1 
the scientific literature. It seems that Snyder and Lopez regard positive aging, 
healthy aging, and successful aging as similar to each other under the umbrella of 
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"positive". However, Hill argues that positive aging is distinct from successful aging 
in various ways. 
As claimed by Hill, positive aging is derived from the positive psychology 
movement, which has been popular in the field of psychology, with Martin Seligman 
as a central figure. Seligman views the most important feature of positive 
psychology as a science with a core task to understand what makes life worth 
living. 165 The feature of positive psychology that deals with human aging stresses on 
what the elder is able to do, accomplish, or overcome, rather than on avoiding living 
problems and the fear of pain, disability, and a restricted lifestyle. ^ ^^  Among those 
features of positive psychology that can help us understand positive aging is the 
presupposition that human beings have strengths and resources that can make them 
feel relaxed and help them when they face challenges across the life s p a n . 至 6 7 The 
specific strengths that Seligman identifies include: "courage, optimism, faith, hope, 
honesty, perseverance, work ethic, future mindedness, interpersonal skill, and the 
1 ^ o 
capacity for flow and insight..." 
In the process of positive aging, a person can use his or her own resources 
available in the best possible way in order to make his or her aging experience as 
good as it can be. As Seligman remarks, the process of growing old is made a 
worthwhile experience through positive aging. A person's resources include intrinsic 
psychological factors that are mostly influenced by his or her will or state of mind, the 
environment, and individual traits such as personality, attitudes, and beliefs that are 
usually stable across the life span. These resources can also be used as a source of 
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coping with the aging process. 
Traditionally, the stereotype of aging is a period in which elders need to endure 
decline, disability, disaster, and death. Kenneth R Gergen and Mary Gergen could not 
tolerate the description of the elderly as useless, feeble, unproductive and so on, 
therefore they decided to alter these traditional views through a series of voices. The 
most efficient way is to develop resources in the media so that they can be sent to the 
general public and those engaged in elderly service. Finally, the Positive Aging 
Newsletter is published and the voices expressed challenge the common notion of 
aging as decline, and stress the different ways in which we may appreciate, praise, and 
enjoy the fruits of this aging l i f e . " � i t is important to reflect in the paper the real 
needs of the elderly and report messages as facts and not exaggerations. 
Many elders are deliberately trying their best to avoid age-related deficits, which 
certainly defeat fun in the aging process. However, despite the true fact that the final 
stage of life may not be much fun, successful aging or positive aging implies the 
awareness that death is part of the life j o u r n e y . H i l l quotes Vaillant's notion that 
positive aging must always be alert to and reflect on change, disease, and 
environmental imbalance as it avoids neither physical decay or death; and thus 
denoting the fact that physical and cognitive decline and loss, and even death are 
natural or unavoidable parts of the life c y c l e . A n important assumption made by 
positive aging about old age is that it is possible for a person to modify his or her own 
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aging e x p e r i e n c e . 173 In other words, modifications might involve engagement in 
activities to strengthen well-being. Actually, Vaillant has mentioned three passes or 
models in positive aging to enhance health and happiness. The first pass emphasizes 
forgiveness, gratitude, and joy; the second pass stresses healthy aging, that is, to live 
without disability; and the third pass defines positive aging as aging with g r a c e / 7 4 
In the previous sections, we learn that both normal aging and successful aging 
stress the significance of a person's lifestyle choices which can influence the quality 
of aging and absolute longevity. In fact, there are many different types of human 
behaviours and various lifestyle choices that lead to deteriorating aging. 
There is sufficient evidence that cigarette smoking is a lifestyle choice that may 
not just reduce absolute longevity, but may also worsen other aging processes and 
therefore accelerate age-related decline. Individuals who choose chronic smoking are 
spoiling their aging process, in other words, they are against positive aging. To accept 
or affirm a positive aging lifestyle, they need to make the choice of giving up cigarette 
s m o k i n g . 175 Medical evidence indicates that cigarette smoking is hazardous to body 
health, however, in respect of positive aging, the emphasis is not on how cigarette 
smoking may reduce longevity but on how long a person will enjoy well-being or 
good quality of life if he or she keeps on smoking. Positive aging does require some 
degree of discipline that might not be easy to keep, however, the consequences it 
brings reveal the worth of positive aging because the consequences refer to greater 
well-being and better adaptation in later or older l i f e . 
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2. Characteristics of Positive Aging 
If positive aging is distinct from other names of aging such as normal aging and 
successful aging, there must be some features that make it distinctive. Hill finds four 
characteristics related to positive aging. Let us scrutinize them below and see whether 
we can cultivate positive aging based on them to optimize a longer life span and 
enhance the quality of life in the aging process. 
First Characteristic: Mobilizing Resources to Cope with Age-related Decline 
In the aging process with age-related decline, the elder copes with the decline by 
mobilizing the necessary resources in himself or herself to maintain a satisfying life. 
In this way, positive aging and age-related decline can exist simultaneously. Positive 
aging acknowledges the notion that disability is an unavoidable decline in old age. 177 
In order to help the elderly cope with age-related decline so that they are able to 
sustain their quality of life, Brandstedter introduced two types of strategies, namely 
"assimilative coping" and "accommodative c o p i n g " . W h e n the elder is unable to 
achieve a task which is his or her interest, "assimilative coping" suggests the elder 
overcome the barrier in a new way. For example, in dealing with a case in which the 
elder finds it difficult to read newspapers due to declined eyesight, assimilative 
coping would suggest him or her get a magnifying lens to counteract the weak 
eyesight. When the disability deteriorates, and the elder loses his or her eyesight 
finally, then "accommodative coping" would suggest the elder change his or her 
preferences or attitudes about achieving a desired task which can never be fulfilled. 
Take the above case as an example, the elder who no longer does newspaper reading 
due to loss of eyesight might need to change his or her preference for reading 
177 Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 18. 
178 J. Brandstedter, "Tenacious goal pursuit and flexible goal adjustment: Explication and age-related 
analysis of assimilative and accommodative strategies of coping", Psychology of Aging’ 5, 1990, 
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newsprint and make other choices such as listening to the radio or drop the interest in 
I 7Q 
current news. 
Let us take travelling as another example, if the elder whose pastime is travelling 
suffers from arthritis, according to assimilative coping, he or she can still walk by 
using a walking stick so as to hold the interest of travelling. But for elders who cannot 
even move with a walking stick, they might need to shift to accommodative coping 
and totally abandon their interest. However, they can still keep their interest of 
travelling by using a wheelchair. Of course, in that way, they require the assistance of 
someone to push them while sitting in the wheelchair. I know that some elders, 
including my mother and some friends under institutional care, reject to become 
wheelchair users because it represents capability non-functioning to them. As declared 
by Blazer, though these two coping strategies have been found to counteract the 
elders' negative emotions arising from loss,'^^ for those choosing either of these 
coping strategies or making the shift from "assimilative" to "accommodative", 
psychological support or counseling is necessary for balancing their loss and for 
adaptation, as in the case of using the wheelchair. 
Second Characteristic: Making Lifestyle Choices to Preserve Well-being 
The lifestyle choices that a person makes stress the importance of preserving 
psychological and physical resources for the maintenance of well-being. Well-being 
generally refers to good health, happiness, morale, life satisfaction, and success. The 
German Aging Survey that started in 1996 studied the personal notions of adults aged 
40 to 85. Findings of this longitudinal investigation generate three themes that explain 
for the study participants the importance of preserving well-being in aging. 
179 Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 18. 
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The first theme on health and preservation is a life span issue that focuses on the 
maintenance of functioning by reducing physical decline as much as possible. 
Therefore, it is important to seek ways to maintain or promote health in the aging 
process. For those who are in their eighth decade of life, the way of preserving health 
might take a different form from those in their forties. The 80-year-old elders will not 
plan to eat a balanced diet or take a lifelong pattern of running. Instead, they will 
adjust the running pattern and replace it with brisk walking to avoid causing 
unnecessary physical stress on their knee and back p r o b l e m s ] 8 2 
The second theme on growth and personal development stresses the crucial 
importance of lifelong learning. The need of personal development throughout the life 
span represents an enhancement of quality of life in the aging process. Formal 
education in youth is not only a social expectation, but also provides the elders with 
clear guidance and resources for ongoing self-development. This theme suggests 
finding ways to generate personal growth experiences through new learning 
opportunities and is said to be essential in preserving positive a g i n g ] 83 Basically, this 
theme advocates an important choice for non-stop personal value-adding in order to 
maintain personal well-being in aging. 
The third theme on lifelong relationships emphasizes the importance of 
developing strategies for coping with the inevitable loss of loved ones such as a 
spouse. Positive agers learn all that is meaningful to them and engage in the most 
useful strategies to maintain or even enhance those sources of meaning which are not 
the same for everybody. In the aging process, the importance of lifelong relationships 
and the maintenance of relationships are essential for preserving w e l l - b e i n g .丨 84 
Those who hope to optimize well-being and preserve satisfaction in old age 
182 Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 19-20. 
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should consider the above three themes on making lifestyle c h o i c e s ] 85 A combined 
study on lifestyle and positive aging conducted in Hong Kong has got a finding that 
higher lifestyle score was in association with a higher positive aging index but this 
finding concludes that knowledge, use and development of healthy lifestyles do not 
contribute greatly to the positive aging process compared with factors such as gender, 
income and education standard. In this research, one limitation is related to the slight 
over-representation of women whose education and socioeconomic status are 
supposed to be lower than men. Although such feature might generate results with 
bias, it is recognized that good family income and high educational level do not 
necessarily give rise to a healthier lifestyle despite the existence of relevant 
knowledge， 
Third Characteristic: Cultivating Flexibility Across the Life Span 
In the psychological literature, the concept of flexibility is defined as a person's 
ability to use strategies to enhance problem solving and adaptation. From an 
intellectual point of view, flexibility is defined as an approach to cognitive problem 
solving. As a psychological coping mechanism, flexibility requires the balance of an 
individual's existing skills and personal resources to enhance adaptation to 
psychological stressors. Flexibility is therefore regarded as a central characteristic of 
positive aging. To cope with emotional behaviours, flexibility helps with adjusting 
objectives to tackle changing circumstances, setting limits, calling for social support, 
and looking for advice or counseling. It is also presupposed that those who can 
flexibly control their emotional responses better should be better kept away from 
disease and emotional sickness. As a result, flexibility is an essential marker of 
positive aging that suggests a creation of meaning and optimism in physical or 
Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 21 • 




Approaches to living with flexibility provide the capacity to forgive others and 
even oneself, the ability to optimize well-being in age-related decline, and the 
capacity to promote the best interests of others without caring about self-needs. The 
scientific literature defines flexibility as a skill that a person can acquire through 
practice and effort. Therefore, it is assumed that flexibility, just as the other 
characteristics described above, can be learned during the course of life and through 
dealing with challenges arising in life. 
Fourth Characteristic: Focusing on the Positives versus the Problems and 
Difficulties of Growing Old 
Nowadays, many people still have negative impressions of elderly nursing 
homes, including my own mother and those elderly relatives. They think they will not 
feel comfortable there and most important, they think they may not receive tender 
care or vigilant treatment there. A study in Hong Kong finds that the elderly people 
are very resistant to living in institutions or nursing h o m e s . A survey of the 
American elders' opinions on nursing homes showed that 30% of the respondents 
1 QO 
would rather die than be arranged to stay in a nursing home. When the very old 
become aware that they will be placed in an elderly nursing home, they might get 
emotionally angry to express their rejection, or they will get extremely worried about 
their future. 
Some elders do not know how to cope with disability, impairment, and chronic 
disease, therefore they simply ignore their own aging to avoid the age-related decline. 
We must acknowledge the true fact that when the individuals live into old and very 
187 Ernest Chui, "Aging in Place in Hong Kong", 2008, 170. 
丁. J. Mattimore et al., "Surrogate and physician understanding of patients' preference for living 
permanently in a nursing home", Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 45, 1997, 818-824, in 
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old age, they will certainly experience age-related decline, including disability, 
nursing home placement, and finally death which are actually inevitable elderly issues. 
However, as Hill denotes, these life span challenges do not preclude the elders 
cultivating a positive attitude towards their own aging experience. Research reveals 
that well-being and life satisfaction are actually independent of the individual elder's 
objective health condition, living environment, or socioeconomic situation.^^^ As a 
result, Hill concludes that "positive aging, therefore, may represent a state of mind 
that is more than a static appraisal of one's own objective condition, but a cultivated 
sense of well-being that can come from optimistically appraising one's sense of 
integrity in spite of declining faculties.")卯 In other words, although one's own health 
condition cannot be altered, a sense of well-being can be cultivated through the 
positive comments of a sense of integrity, indignity, and satisfaction in oneself despite 
the declining abilities. 
Research studies have found that one can cultivate a positive attitude from the 
meaningful aspects of his or her own age, and such a cultivation can be a powerful 
source of personal satisfaction.'^^ If one looks on the bright side of one's age, one 
should be able to find some meaningful features, for example, the love, care and 
concern got from the family members, or living to see future generations grow up or 
graduate from college or university. Regarding one's well-being, one should be able to 
generate a positive sense of it, even in tough times. And this can be done in different 
forms such as expressing gratitude for somebody, counting one's blessings from God, 
and giving thanks for the positives experienced.'^^ George Valliant provides in his 
book Aging Well a variety of examples showing how individual elders made sensible 
189 E. Diener, "Subjective well-being: The science of happiness and a proposal for a national index", 
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choices to stress the positive meaning of age-related decline and enhance a sense of 
well-being and life satisfaction in aging. He repeatedly praised some 75- to 
80-year-old Study members with characteristics that allow them to enjoy their lives in 
aging even tolerating their physical decline. For example, one member recognizes and 
accepts his need to depend on others ； whenever he falls sick, he imagines how the 
doctor enjoys caring for him and therefore he always shows his gratitude. Valliant 
describes this member as the one who can turn all lemons in life into lemonade. 
Another member highlighted can remain curious in her life and keep learning from 
the next generation. 193 
Hill declares that the above four specific characteristics of positive aging not 
only facilitate the positive aging experience, but also reflect what George Valliant 
meant by this idea of positive aging as a form of "aging wei r ’ .^ 
E. Distinction between Positive Aging and Successful Aging 
Positive aging is described as how a person conceptualizes growing old with or 
without disease while at the same time still experiences happiness and a positive sense 
of well-being. In some aspects, positive aging is more comprehensive than successful 
aging, because in positive aging, it is possible to experience quality of life and a sense 
of good health, even facing in f i rmi ty .The re fo re , an elderly person suffering 
chronic disease and memory impairment would not be eligible for a candidate for 
successful aging but would be glad to become a positive elder because positive aging 
considers the possibility of seeking quality of life, meaning, and completeness even 
when being home-bound and sick. * 96 Ruby and Robert Neuhaus claim that the most 
193 Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 22-23. 
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successful agers are those who are able to remain healthy, strong, and energetic and 
also able to accept the increase in physical decline.^^^ Nevertheless, compared with 
successful aging, positive aging accepts age-related illnesses and problems, and 
suggests a solution of problems through one's strengths, without getting away from 
chronic diseases and disability arising in aging. No matter what kind of aging is 
adopted, the most important is that the individual is enjoying the aging period in late 
life without grumbling but with a welcoming and thankful attitude. 
F. Erikson,s Life Span Model of Aging and Positive Aging 
It was acknowledged that Erikson was one of the first scholars who studied adult 
human development and stipulated maturation as an outcome of developmental 
processes. Unlike Freud who advocates developmental processes in childhood and 
adolescence only, Erikson claims an on-going development across the life span. 
His famous eight stages or psychosocial crises of the human life are named as 
follows: 
1. Infancy ( Birth to 1 ): Basic Trust vs. Basic Mistrust 
2. Early Childhood ( 2-3 ): Autonomy vs. Shame, Doubt 
3. Play Age ( 4-5 ): Initiative vs. Guilt 
4. School Age ( 6-12 ): Industry vs. Inferiority 
5. Adolescence ( 13-19 ): Identity vs. Identity Confusion 
6. Young Adulthood ( 20-45 ): Intimacy vs. Isolation 
7. Adulthood ( 45-65 ): Generativity vs. Stagnation 
8. Old Age ( 70+ ): Integrity vs. Despair 
i()7 Ruby Hart Neuhaus and Robert Henry Neuhaus, Successful Aging, 1982, 234. 
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Anne Foner declares that the belief that aging is a life-long process implies an 
influence of the past in the old. 198 Her claim suggests that Erikson's life stages have 
relation with one another. And for Erikson, successful mastering of each stage brings 
the acquisition of a sort of maturity or virtue, or human strength, namely, "hope", 
"will", "purpose", "competence", "fidelity",丨’love", "caring" and ” w i s d o m " . 例 
According to further study done by Christopher Peterson and Martin Seligman, 
Erikson's theory is considered useful and regarded as a first example of a 
psychological classification of character strengths some of which can serve as the 
basis for others，。 
Here we focus on the last stage characterized as old age, with "integrity vs. 
despair" as psychological crisis, and "wisdom" as virtue or maturity. Erikson himself 
states that strength in the old takes the form of wisdom, with implicit meanings "from 
ripened 'wits' to accumulated knowledge and matured judgment"; and the integrity of 
experience is sustained and conveyed despite physical and mental decline.201 In a 
dialogue with Erikson, when Richard I. Evans asked him about his further 
consideration to this last stage, he denoted that he was not satisfied with the term 
"wisdom", because as he thought, it might seem to mean a too-arduous achievement 
for every elder.^^^ In explaining the case that wisdom is the representation of all the 
eight stages, Erikson suggests that we must be able to abandon some of the things we 
kept earlier, because we cannot be very wise if we always try to seize everything we 
198 Anne Foner, Aging and Old Age: New Perspectives (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1986), 
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got or did not get in those days when we were young.^^^ 
Peterson and Seligman suggest integrity and perspective become resulting 
character strengths.��* The concept of "strength" is normally linked to overcoming 
and succeeding. In fact, Charles S. Carver and Michael F. Scheier suggest that the 
ability to persevere and overcome is a vital and critical human strength; but they add 
that strength is not just about victory, strength is partly concerned with keeping on and 
on� 
partly with letting go. Charles and Michael advocate three domains of human 
strength: perseverance, giving up the unattainable, and growth. To make 
accomplishment, it is important for people to persevere against obstacles and struggle 
with persistent effort. However, giving up or disengagement from unsuccessful efforts 
is a necessary strategy for effective self-regulation. After giving up the goal 
commitment, it is still possible for us to achieve positive outcomes and feelings in 
various ways, for example, by forming a new goal or choosing an alternative path to 
the same higher order goal. People grow and develop continuously across time and 
experience, but gains after trauma might reflect some kind of growth, such as growth 
in skill, in knowledge, and in confidence, and unexpected increase in the ability to 
address the w o r l d . — 
Strengths can be viewed from various angles. From the view of social-cognitive 
theory, elders' major sources of life-strengths are rooted in their self-efficacy and 
control beliefs. From the perspective of existential-humanistic theory, elders' major 
sources of life-strengths derive mainly from elders' definitions of personal meaning 
203 Richard I. Evans, Dialogue with Erik Erikson, 1981, 54. 
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and goal for life, their religious faith, and spiritual values and beliefs?^^ 
Regarding the perspective of successful aging, Rocio Femandez-Ballesteros 
illustrates its two main purposes. The first involves developing and implementing 
strategies with the aim of increasing successful aging, changing negative physical 
characteristics connected with illness, optimizing cognitive and physical abilities, and 
promoting social interactions and engagement in life. The second is linked to the 
exploration of positive conditions of aging and one of the psychological 
characteristics discovered is "wisdom". 
K. Brynolf Lyon interprets "wisdom" as the ego strength or virtue which Erikson 
regards as being generated from the successful balancing of integrity and despair in 
aging. Lyon also thinks that Erikson has not given any systematic explanation of the 
concept of wisdom which is used as a complement to that of integrity.^^^ However, 
Donald Capps, having done in-depth investigation into Erikson's theory, looked up the 
meanings of "integrity" and "wisdom" in Webster's Dictionary, and found several 
definitions of these two words. Words that seem central to the definition of "integrity" 
include: complete, unimpaired, wholeness and soundness. In fact, "integrity" can be 
interpreted as a quality or a state. As a quality, integrity would become a characteristic 
that forms the basic nature of a person. As a state, it might be a characteristic of a 
person at a particular time and therefore it may alter if circumstances alter. However, 
Capps denotes that "integrity" implies more "a way or form of being" and as a result, 
being immune to changing circumstances. Therefore, the integrity of a person is 
expected to survive minor alterations in circumstances. According to Capps, Erikson 
207 Prem S. Fry and Dominique L. Debats, "Sources of Human Life-strengths, Resilience, and Health", 
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stresses that integrity represents the culmination of all previous stages and so 
represents the wholeness of life.^'® And based on Lars Tomstam's interpretation, 
Erikson's ego-integration mainly refers to an integration of the elements of the life 
which has passed. Tomstam argues that Erikson's ego-integrity represents more of a 
backwards integration process while his gerotranscendance refers to a forward 
direction, redefining the situation of reality.]" 
Regarding the interpretation of "wisdom", Gene D. Cohen indicates that wise 
acts look both backward and forward, and wisdom is generally understood to be 
intelligence in multiple forms including reason, intuition, heart, and spirit; basically, it 
is interpreted as "a mature integration of thinking skills, emotional intelligence, 
judgment, social skills, and life experience"?'^ But Capps found that the outstanding 
definition in Webster's is "judgment", particularly "good judgment". A good decision 
under good judgment reflects understanding of the circumstances with experience and 
knowledge as basis. According to Capps, the quality of wisdom is practical and 
sensible, because the person with wisdom can explain sensibly why he or she has 
made a particular decision.^'^ In fact, when Erikson links "wisdom" to the final stage 
of life, he states that "wisdom is detached concern with life itself, in the face of death 
itseir.214 What Erikson means is that wisdom preserves and conveys the integrity of 
experience despite physical and mental decline.^'^ 
According to the interpretation of Erikson's theory done by Hill, the old persons 
look back for an evaluation of their life during the old age stage, thinking about its 
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meaning or purpose. It is believed that a person's life span experiences affect the 
outcome of the final life stage. However, wisdom comes at this life stage and allows 
the individual to cope with any crisis arising if he or she negotiates this stage well. 
For example, persons with wisdom may have the courage to face their future without 
worrying about the end of life. Therefore, instead of fearing death, they can live well 
with a peaceful mind and a sense of appreciation for their life.^^^ In other words, old 
people with wisdom are expected to live a positive life in the process of aging. 
According to Erikson's theory, successful resolution of predictable crises over the 
life course leads to optimal development and produces emotional capacities which are 
important to positive aging that includes the eight virtues acquired. However, there 
are some researchers who do not totally agree at Erikson's evenly spaced stages of 
development, for example, they suggest that for different persons, the encountering 
and resolving of each life stage may happen at different times. Actually, as 
Whitboume et al. suggests, persons really change in respect of maturity in old age just 
as they do in adolescence and childhood;�" and therefore, it is difficult to assure the 
definite stage at which a person resolves a particular developmental crisis. 
Hill adds that, compared with younger adults, the conditions which catalyze 
developmental change may be quite different for older adults. For example, the loss of 
one's job can have greater effect on a person on maturational processes at the old age 
stage than those who suffer the same loss at earlier stages due to the lack of a sense of 
"competence". However, counseling and education may offer help to the person to 
allow him or her to continue with the maturational development. Positive agers are 
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people at the old age stage are undoubtedly able to attain the quality of integrity with 
positive thinking and positive behaviours under positive guidance. 
VI. Interaction between Positive Aging and Perspectives of Kimble 
and MacKinlay 
A. "Peace and Joy versus Despair" Enriched by "Wisdom versus 
Despair’， 
MacKinlay has spent much time with older people and so she could easily 
discover their general performance and change of behaviour. She said it was 
wonderful to find that some elders were filled with peace and joy while experiencing 
various types of losses and decline.^^^ This can be compared with those in similar 
conditions but displaying a sense of despair. MacKinlay acknowledges real peace and 
joy that flow from the depths of the individual as special features of the spiritual 
dimension. For MacKinlay, it is peace and joy versus despair. She would like to argue 
7 7 0 
with Word from the Bible that peace and joy are signs of spiritual well-being, as 
"the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness, self-control" (Galatians 5:22-23).^^'' 
In respect of spiritual well-being, David O. Moberg claims that there are dozens 
of implicit and explicit definitions of it, and some restricts the term to a meaningful, 
purposeful relationship with God that affects one's relationship with others. Other 
definitions assume a necessity of persons to transcend themselves. But Moberg argues 
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that spirituality, like many concepts of social and behavioural sciences, is intangible 
and is identified only through indirect observation and a breakdown of its component 
parts and dimensions. The National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, a by-product of 
the 1971 WHCA, surveyed ministries with and for the aging. It set the definition of 
spiritual well-being in 1975 due to a wide range of ambiguous definitions of 
spirituality: 
"Spiritual well-being is the affirmation of life in a relationship with God, 
self, community, and environment that nurtures and celebrates wholeness. 
I believe that the spiritual well-being refers to wholeness rather than fragmentation, 
because the man became a living soul when God created him, connoting the fact that 
the body and spirit cannot be separated. Referring to Galatians 5:22-23 in the Bible, 
we are told that joy and peace are fruit of the Holy Spirit, therefore if we experience 
joy and peace, we have attained the two qualities of the fruit generated through the 
Holy Spirit. As a result, our well-being which has a relationship with God through the 
Holy Spirit has become spiritual, and as claimed by MacKinlay, joy and peace are 
signs of spiritual well-being that are always shown in our behaviours which in turn, 
will become influential to others. 
In her doctoral study on spirituality, she alleges that life without meaning causes 
hopelessness (despair). Therefore, her study highlights the task of helping elders to 
find the ultimate meaning in life. She found that the move towards final meanings 
across the lifespan is related to the development of wisdom in later l i f e ? On the 
whole, the peace and joy MacKinlay emphasizes are the consequences of a certain 
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action or some actions done to solve a problem. Therefore, it is problem-oriented. 
Moreover, MacKinlay's approach is related to a reliance on God and therefore stresses 
the spiritual development in the elder and the spiritual care the elder receives. 
In positive aging, the concern is mainly on the strength an elder exhibits or 
produces. For example, Erickson's final stage of the human life is integrity versus 
despair. At this age stage, the elders exhibit their strength of wisdom. According to the 
above interpretations of "integrity versus despair", the integrity or wholeness of a 
person can help him or her to have the ability to cope with changes in circumstances. 
The elder can use his or her strength of wisdom to exhibit good judgment in making 
decisions. It is believed that elders with that wisdom have no fear of death as they are 
brave enough to cope with the issue of end of life and any crisis emerging at this stage. 
They turn the fear of death into peaceful thinking and appreciation for life. As 
Strongman and Overton allege, one of the strengths of older people is an enhanced 
ability to control emotions, allowing them to find content in life and accept life. If 
the elders successfully enrich MacKinlay's approach with the positive approach, they 
will live a more peaceful, more meaningful and more confident life. Finally, they will 
leam to accept life and find satisfaction in life. 
B. Meaning of Life Enriched by Quality of Life 
MacKinlay has found from her studies that meaning in life is nearly the same as 
relationship. That means to MacKinlay, older persons find the meaning of life through 
their relationship with others, mostly with their families or caregivers. 
Kimble stresses the importance of meaning in life to the older persons because 
they might fall into depression or despair when they encounter losses, sicknesses, or 
225 Rob Ranzijn, "The Potential of Older Adults to Enhance Community Quality of Life: Links 
between Positive Psychology and Productive Aging", Ageing Inlcrnalional, Spring 2002, Vol. 27, 
No. 2, 39. 
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disabilities too quickly and too frequently. ^ ^^  According to Hong Kong elderly 
population research in the last decade of the 20th century, the mental health status of 
the elderly was worse than the physical health status, because a finding indicates that 
a relatively large proportion of elders were found showing depression. ^ ^^  This 
astonishing report reminds the Hong Kong Government to show more concern for the 
elderly people and try to find out the main reason for their depression. 
Since the major causes of depression appear to be their inner emptiness, Kimble 
agrees that the elders must recognize something worthwhile for which to live, and he 
suggests a responsible and nurturing ministry explore with the elders the human 
dimensions of the aging experience and investigate into both the interior and exterior 
dynamics in aging. A Hong Kong study has found that the more often the aged 
interact with other people in their social networks, the fewer depressive symptoms 
they show. This finding suggests more communication among the elders in their 
community. 
Both MacKinlay and Kimble hold the significance of finding meaning in life, 
and it seems that pastoral models have various ways or avenues to allow older persons 
to find meaning in life. Again positive aging can enrich the pastoral models by means 
of quality of life which can be considered as strengths of life. These strengths of life 
may be intrinsic, such as hope, purpose, courage, competence, love, caring and 
wisdom. Positive aging expects all agers, including those who are home-bound and 
sick, to be able to find quality of life and meaning in life. In positive aging, it is 
possible to experience quality of life and a sense of well-being, even coping with 
226 Melvin A. Kimble, "Pastoral Care", in Aging, Spirituality, and Religion, edited by Melvin A. 
Kimble et al., (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 138. 
227 Iris Chi and Kee-Lee Chou, "Social Support and Depression among Elderly Chinese People in 
Hong Kong", 2001,232. 
Melvin A. Kimble, "Pastoral Care", in Aging, Spirituality, and Religion, 1995, 138. 
Iris Chi and Kee-Lee Chou, "Social Support and Depression among Elderly Chinese People in 
Hong Kong", 2001,233. 
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age-related decline. Elders under spiritual care may find meaning and hope in life but 
with the support of positive aging, they may live with strengths in life and be able to 
solve their life problems with hope, faith and strengths. 
VII. Application of Positive Aging and Spiritual Care to Real Life 
Examples 
A. Facilitating Spiritual Growth in Aging 
Study of Koenig and Weaver found that those who seek God for comfort when 
struck by tragedy usually have a close and true relationship with God. On the opposite, 
those who get cross with God and finally leave God when attacked by disaster often 
do not have a real and intimate relationship with God. However, sermons and lessons 
given by priests or caregivers, addressing the meaning of loss, tragedy, suffering and 
pain, can bring God into the daily lives of people and foster their spiritual growth so 
that they may feel closer to God. Of course, elders need to be encouraged to serve 
God with their gifts, strengths and wisdom, and most importantly, to develop routine 
practice of meditation, Bible reading or Bible study, and worship in a sincere and 
wholehearted manner. ^ ^^  Evidences in church and care homes show that it is 
necessary to facilitate spiritual growth in late life. Through the facilitation of spiritual 
growth, the elderly are brought to have reconciliation with God, and gradually have a 
good bond with God. 
B. Elders with Dementia 
The use of the Spiritual Exercises suggested by Kimble allows the older people 
to come closer to God through meditations, prayers, and the Gospel news. If the 
Harold G. Koenig and Andrew J. Weaver, Pastoral Care of Older Adults. 1998, 22-23. 
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elderly keep doing the Exercises, they will feel that their life can hold God because 
they have let God in; their whole life change and everything will become new to 
D 1 
them. But can elders with dementia keep reading the Gospel? Are they able to 
go ahead on the rest of their life journey with the guidance of the Holy Spirit? 
John Killick has a collection of views on the disease of dementia from patients, 
caregivers, family members and poets. Some of these views are expressed in the form 
of narratives and some are written in poem form. Killick found Robert Davis' 
first-person account of My Journey into Alzheimer's Disease both touching and 
illuminating.232 Davis was a clergyman in America, and he denoted in his account 
that his long desperate prayers were surprisingly answered. While he was crying out 
his often repeated prayer, he discovered a light which seemed to fill his very soul. 
Then he felt the holy presence of the Lord Christ who told his spirit to take His peace 
and stop struggling. He heard the Lord tell him to relax and lie back in His (his 
Shepherd's) arms because he had been released from the burden of the heavy yoke of 
pastoring duty that the Lord put over him?^^ He reflected his experience as follows: 
Many Christians have found that when life completely tumbles in, 
when they are without strength or any hope or help for themselves 
...that God overrules the circumstances and that Christ comes to 
minister to them at the very point of their need. (Davis, 1989, 67) 
And my new and simple service to him was to rest in him and 
moment by moment take his peace and use his strength to simply 
live ... (Davis, 1989，63尸4 
To Davis, all certainties surrounding him had suddenly been withdrawn, and he 
suddenly found himself floundering helplessly. Although he recognized the existence 
231 Gerard W. Hughes, "Is there a Spirituality for the Elderly?" 1999, 17-18. 
232 John Killick, "Dementia, Identity, and Spirituality", 2004, 67. 
John Killick, "Dementia, Identity, and Spirituality", 2004, 67. 
234 R. Davis, My Journey into Alzheimer's Disease (Illinois: Tyndale House, 1989), 63’ 67, quoted in 
John Killick, "Dementia, Identity, and Spirituality", in Spirituality of Later Life: (hi Humor and 
Despair, edited by Elizabeth MacKinlay (New York: The Haworth Pastoral Press, 2004), 68. 
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of the faith which was manifesting itself in various ways, he was required to adjust his 
life style in order to adapt to it. He was lucky enough to have found a way to accept 
his own religion again. ^ ^^  From Davis' own description of his experience and 
reflection, we can notice his entire trust in God and his total reliance on God. He is 
temporarily aware of his condition in dementia, and he does not care about his 
weakening strength because he believes he can simply live on God's strength. Davis 
realizes that he is no longer under the heavy burden as before because God has carried 
all his load for him. Therefore, the way he serves God at the moment is very different 
from before. What he needs to do at that moment is to serve God by resting in Him 
and taking His peace. Doesn't it relate to his growth of spiritual powers? To Killick, it 
certainly does. 
C. Living a Positive Life 
Mother Teresa, awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979, took Jesus Christ at his 
word in a Scripture text in her twenties: Truly I say to you, to the extent that you did it to 
236 
one of these brothers of Mine, even the least of them, you did it to Me.' (Matthew 25:40) I 
believe it was the strength that Mother Teresa attained from Jesus that challenged her 
to dedicate her whole life serving the poorest of the poor, saving the sick and the 
dying abandoned in the street. By serving the poorest of the poor, Mother Teresa did 
enjoy a superior level of physical and emotional health. Though Mother Teresa died 
some years ago in the 20th century, her days in Calcutta in India always show us a 
remarkable example of living a positive life in her aging process, shedding the light of 
hope, peace, and love on those who are in need. 
235 John Killick, "Dementia, Identity, and Spirituality", 68. 
236 Mother Teresa, Mother Teresa: In My Own Words, compiled by Jose Luis Gonzalez-Balado ("New 
York: Gramercy Books, 1996), ix-xii. The Bible verse is taken from New American Standard Bible. 
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D. Crucial Importance of a Lifestyle Choice 
When my father was in his forties, he was a man of sturdy build, but 
unfortunately, he chose cigarette smoking as his habit and soon became addicted to it. 
Such a lifestyle choice brought him to bad physical sufferings in his aging process. He 
began to suffer bronchitis, asthma, and emphysema for years and of course, he was 
unable to enjoy his retirement. Finally, his lifestyle choice brought him to death at the 
age of 62. He died from lung cancer. 
As indicated by Hill, a successful ager would be a nonsmoker while nonsmoking 
leads not only to greater longevity but a higher quality of life as well. On the 
contrary, cigarette smoking is one of the many types of behaviours that can result in 
reduced longevity. Hill adds that choice makes a difference, even in the toughest 
aging episodes. Research by Irene Coulson, et al. also indicates that wholesome 
lifestyle practices are fundamental to graceful and healthy aging and able to fulfill the 
definition of positive aging.^^^ If my father had made another life choice to quit 
smoking and take up a healthy habit instead, his old days would have been different 
and he would have lived much better. 
Many people believe health is a gift or blessing from God, and religion is 
essential for the well-being of older adults.^ "^^ If old persons suffer from losses and 
physical disabilities, does it mean that God does not bless them or God ignores them? 
Of course, it does not. As in the case of my father, since he was not a Christian, some 
people might have thought that his well-being was spoilt because of his identity, an 
Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 16. 
Robert D. Hill, Positive Aging, 2005, 17. 
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identity of non-Christian or non-believer. But God is not the One who would leave his 
people, because he is always waiting for the non-believers to return and share His 
love with those believers. 
E. Searching for Meaning in Life 
In Hong Kong, many Chinese churches organize fellowship for the elderly 
congregation friends. In my church, we have an elderly fellowship led by a few 
church brothers and sisters of middle age. It is held regularly once a month, and each 
time, apart from learning a message from the Bible, members are invited to share 
freely on a certain topic. I believe that this gathering provides elders with great 
resource to search for deeper meaning in life. As Kimble remarks, a religious 
community has the source and core of the ultimate meaning of life in proclaiming the 
everlasting love of God. Kimble stresses the importance of seeking the meaning for 
which to live.241 Meaning in life is often connected with religious life, and this 80 
plus fellowship group need the church which is able to enhance their aging period 
with encouragement in their ongoing spiritual growth. Ben Dickerson and Derrel 
Watkins reminded us not to lowly estimate the very old group in church. As they 
reported, during a visit to the senior age group in a local church, one of the seminary 
students asked an 82-year-old woman, "How does the church serve you?" The old 
woman replied with a puzzled look at the student, "The church gives me the privilege 
to serve. "242 It was really a prompt touching response. 
Recently I have invited my mother to join the elderly fellowship gathering held 
one hour before the Sunday service starts. At that time I had to teach Sunday School 
241 Meivin A. Kimble, "Pastoral Care", in Aging, Spirituality, and Religion, edited by Meivin A. 
Kimble etal. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 138-139. 
242 Ben Dickerson and Derrel R. Watkins, "The Caleb Affect: The Oldest-Old in Church and Society", 
in Practical Theology for Aging, edited by Derrel R. Watkins (New York: The Haworth Pastoral 
Press, 2003), 209. 
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so I was not with my mother. But I was later informed of her performance during the 
gathering. I was told that my mother was willing to share her life story, to which the 
members all drew their attention as they found it impressive. Though my mother is 
still tough in the belief, she does not reject Christianity at all. My mother has opened 
herself and shared her inner life with others. I hope her first sharing marks the 
beginning of her participation in the elderly fellowship group in which all members 
are able to find more in-depth meaning in life. 
Since my mother has got serious degenerations in her spinal bones, basically she 
is unable to walk properly without leaning on a trolley while pushing it or using 
walking appliances. Despite the physical decline, she is still living her life as ordinary 
people, going anywhere as she loves. She is actually a good example exhibiting 
positive aging features. As Hill declares, positive aging accepts age-related decline 
and suggests solving problems with one's strengths, without avoiding chronic diseases 
and disability in the aging process. And MacKinlay's studies find an inextricable link 
between physical and emotional decline and spiritual development in aging. My 
mother certainly needs search for meaning and spiritual development in her life 
though at present she can solve her daily problems with her strengths of wisdom, love, 
competence, and care. 
F. Finding Joy and Hope in Hobbies 
Gardens take work which requires no hurry so it is most suitable for the elders to 
do gardening. Even though the elders feel a pain in their body when they get up in the 
morning, they may find joy in their gardens. Vaillant's study finds that gardens supply 
wonder and joy, but I think the elders find hope in their gardens as well. As Vaillant 
indicates, gardeners notice the metaphor of the resurrection for their fading lives, 
because they understand that good gardening is productive as seeds are resown in 
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spring after the harvest in au tumn.243 Resurrection gives them hope. Therefore, 
successful autumn gardening is most similar to successful aging or positive aging. In 
fact, older persons can find joy and hope in any hobbies or activities they enjoy. 
VIII. Conclusion 
A. Limitations 
It is recognized that basic sources of research of this paper are taken from studies 
of the western or foreign countries which are different from the eastern or Asian world 
to some extent. For example, Christianity is the main religion in most western 
countries, therefore, when they talk about spiritual care, they refer to the relationship 
with God in the Holy Bible. This is quite different from Hong Kong where spiritual 
care is seldom emphasized in elderly homes. Besides, care for the elderly is 
systematic under the government of most western countries while in certain Asian 
places such as Hong Kong, the elderly need to consider their own living because the 
government will not look after them after their retirement. Furthermore, in Asian 
society, such as Hong Kong society, the traditional Chinese family rules or Confucian 
norms gradually faded away in the past few decades due to the rising of 
modemization244 and cultural changes. Such a trend may lead to the increase of 
elderly home residents because the young are not prepared to live with their parents 
when they grow up. 
A few decades ago, family support is essential for elderly care;245 but at present, 
the concern about how to support the elderly has become an ambiguous issue for 
Hong Kong society because, unlike the western society, there are insufficient 
243 George E. Vaillant, Aging Well, 2002, 307-309. 
244 Nelson Wing-sun Chow, "The Chinese Family and Support of the Elderly in Hong Kong", in The 
Gerontologist, 1983, 23 (6): 584. 
245 Nelson Wing-sun Chow, "The Chinese Family and Support of the Elderly in Hong Kong", 1983, 23 
(6): 587. 
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government subsidized elderly homes in Hong Kong; and since Hong Kong's cultural 
heritage of filial duty has been diluted, the elderly can no longer rely on their 
grown-up children to share the filial affection with them and to look after them.246 
However, efforts have been made by the social welfare department of the Hong Kong 
government and different parties concerned to deal with the problems that the elderly 
face due to the decline of the conservative Chinese normative order and the urban 
redevelopment scheme, so that the elderly are protected in their struggle for the right 
to age in place, that is to continue to live in the local place with which they are 
familiar .247 
Although the conditions of the elderly in western care homes under certain 
circumstances are consistent with the elderly in eastern or Asian care homes, and 
certain findings of studies on aging in the western world are relevant to the eastern, 
further detailed research on aging in eastern countries is necessary, not just on the 
western world, so that better contribution can be made to both eastern and western 
elderly society. 
B. Reflections 
"A gray head is a crown of glory; it is found in the way of righteousness." (Proverbs 
16:31)248 "Furthermore, men are afraid of a high place and of terrors on the road; the almond 
tree blossoms, the grasshopper drags himself along, and the caperberry is ineffective. For 
man goes to his eternal home while mourners go about in the street." (Ecclesiastes 12:5)249 
These two Bible verses give evidence that old age can be on one hand, honoured as a 
symbol of blessing; and on the other hand, disdained as a symbol of loss. Despite any 
施 Ernest Chui, "Aging in Place in Hong Kong", 2008, 173. 
247 Ernest Chui, "Aging in Place in Hong Kong", 2008, 174. 
248 This Bible verse is taken from New American Standard Bible. 
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negative descriptions of aging such as symbols of loss, decline and regression, Kimble 
signifies that aging allows the elderly to have a good time to enrich their spiritual life. 
MacKinlay is more interested in empirical studies with the elderly in care homes, and 
her studies also indicate the significance of the spiritual dimension in aging. Kimble 
and MacKinlay both stress the need of searching meaning in life for the older people. 
In fact, there is evidence that spiritual needs are essential in aging and that spirituality 
can bring the elderly a life filled with meaning and purpose. 
Kimble and MacKinlay both agree that the elderly people need positive thinking 
in tackling problems in aging. The spiritual tasks Kimble and MacKinlay conduct are 
mostly connected with finding solutions to the problems among the older people, and 
are therefore mainly problem-oriented. These tasks surely can help the elders establish 
close relationship with God on whom they rely and from whom they get peace, joy 
and hope. However, in order to live a more meaningful life and to lead a life filled 
with appreciation and gratitude, the elderly can learn to tackle difficulties and 
disabilities with their strengths and resources supported by positive aging, which is 
obviously strength-oriented. Under the positive influence of positive aging, the aged 
are able to face loss or decline with courage; and since positive aging is basically a 
psychological notion or a concept, it can be shaped in any condition of aging, whether 
in well-being or sickness, or in age-related decline. 
Whether aging is a blessing or a loss, Beth Jackson-Jordan, serving as a Chaplain 
for elderly home residents in Southern Pines, North Carolina, encourages those 
working for ministry with the elders to engage in theological reflection on aging so as 
250 
to create new and life-giving theological models for the aged. He regards old age 
as a calling and raises the following question for us to meditate: Does God have a 
Beth Jackson-Jordan, "God's Call in Later Life: A Theological Reflection on Aging", Chaplaincy 
Today, 17 no 1 Sum 2001, 18-20. 
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purpose for the "old old"? He defines the old old as those elders with a failing body 
and have a spirit and a story hidden inside as treasure?^ ^ Jackson-Jordan's insights 
into aging offers us a chance to reflect in depth issues about aging. I believe that old 
age is a beloved calling from God, and therefore the "hidden treasure" provides the 
elders with necessary strengths that allow them to glorify God. 
"Though our outer man is decaying, yet our inner man is being renewed day by day." (2 
Corinthians Such a feature of aging reflected in the Bible verse characterizes 
the main theme of not judging or assessing elders by their outer appearance but by 
their inner nature or quality which is a constant renewal in their later life. This inner 
nature or quality is like the "hidden treasure" and is able to generate the strengths as 
highlighted by positive aging. For most agers, their outlook will not change a lot, but 
their inner qualities or strengths may change and renew from time to time. 
To sum up, with the support of positive aging, elders are expected to experience 
quality of life with renewable strengths; but without the nurture of spiritual care, 
elders may find it difficult to seek the purpose and meaning in life. In other words, 
"aging with spiritual care" and "positive aging" supplement each other mutually. 
251 Beth Jackson-Jordan, "God's Call in Later Life", Chaplaincy Today, 17 no 1 Sum 2001,20. 
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